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Carbon Offset Policy:

New Energy Finance is committed to a sustainable, carbon neutral execution of the Summit. While internal measures are taken to minimise the
event’s carbon footprint, it is impossible to reduce all emissions to zero.

We work with our Carbon Offset Sponsor, EcoSecurities, to offset the 145 tCO2e of greenhouse gas emissions incurred from delegate and
staff flights, accommodation and energy consumption at the Summit venues.

New Energy Finance has acquired high quality carbon credits from EcoSecurities’ Source 1 Portfolio of VERs, from projects being developed
under the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) of the Kyoto Protocol. The offset portfolio consists of the following projects:

• a rice husk power project in Punjab, India. The project is located at a paper mill in the village of Rupana, displacing electricity previous 
sourced from the national grid, making good use of what would otherwise be a waste product, and providing local employment

• a wind power project in Gujarat, India. The 8.75MW project will help cut the state’s current 11-12% power generation shortfall as well as
contributing to India’s national target of 10% of power from renewable sources

• a wind power project in Jilin, China. The 30MW project is using turbines manufactured in China and includes building a 2km transmission
line to the grid, allowing renewable energy to be distributed to an area dominated by coal-fired power

• a waste heat power project in Rajasthan, India. The project is located at a zinc factory near Udaipur, and is one of first projects 
generating power from waste heat in India, an important showcase for future projects, as well as providing local employment

Additionally we do our best to source products that are either made from recycled products or derived from a sustainable source. These
include lanyards made from recycled drinks bottles and Summit bags made from recycled paper. All our printed materials use 9lives paper
that is manufactured from 100% recycled FSC certified recycled fibre.
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Welcome

Welcome to our special publication containing the findings and
results of the second New Energy Finance Summit and Awards
Dinner, held on 4, 5 and 6 March 2009.

Our second annual event brought together around 275 thought
leaders from across clean energy and the carbon markets: new
and traditional energy executives, investors, policy-makers and
regulators. It was a little bigger than last year’s event, but still
offered plenty of opportunity for robust discussion and interaction.  

For me the most fascinating part of the Summit was the interplay
of optimism and pessimism among the attendees.

The challenge facing the sector looks far bigger than it did a year ago. Just as investment has started to relieve
the supply-side bottlenecks of the past few years, the triple whammy of falling oil prices, the re-pricing of risk
and the drying up of debt finance conspired to slam the brakes on the demand side.

And yet the point was made repeatedly that the clean energy sector is here to stay, unlike previous recessions,
when enthusiasm for renewable energy melted away faster than an ice-sculpture at a Dubai beach restaurant,
as soon as the oil price dropped. This time, clean energy is seen not just as a way of combating climate change
while simultaneously improving energy security, but also as an engine of job creation and economic recovery. 

At the same time, we are seeing startling drops in the cost of clean energy – drops that are perhaps overdue but
are finally revealing the progress wind, biofuels and solar PV have made towards unsubsidised competitiveness.
And jostling in the wings, offshore wind, carbon capture and storage, cellulosic biofuels and electric vehicles are
waiting for their turn in the limelight. 

But it was not all optimism. We also heard that even though the industry is expected to be one of the sectors to
lead the world economy out of recession, investment activity is not on track to see peak CO2 emissions from the
energy sector by 2020. 

All in all, though, this remains a great sector. There are not many other industries that can look forward to such
an attractive future. 

I hope you had fun at the New Energy Finance Summit and Awards Dinner 2009 and learned as much as we
did. These pages are intended to capture some of the atmosphere, lessons and interactions that played out at
Vinopolis and on board the Silver Sturgeon. 

Summit 2010 is currently scheduled to take place on 3-5 March in London. Once again the Summit will be kept
small and designed around interaction and debate, with a bigger gala dinner where we can celebrate success
and let our hair down. We have lots of ideas we want to try out; if you have any suggestions, please let us know.

Enjoy this book, and we hope to see you all in London next year!

Best Wishes,

Michael Liebreich

Michael Liebreich, Chairman and CEO, New Energy Finance
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The world has changed in a quite extraordinary way. There
is a new school of thought on the role that clean energy and
environmental issues can play in the world. “Finding the
new driver of our economy is going to be critical. There is
no better potential driver that pervades all aspects of our
economy than a new energy economy.” President Obama
said this during his campaign, and he has not wavered from
this position since his election. 

There is no conflict between energy security, energy
provision, the environment, the economic situation and jobs.
The perfect storm of a few years ago was driven by energy
security and climate change; now the confluence of drivers
is stronger than it has ever been. 

I’m going to walk you through some statistics on the capital
flows. A lot of you are doing extraordinary work trying to
keep the financing flow going in the trenches, while we sit
cruising at 30,000 feet trying to work out what the big
picture looks like.

Investment patterns
This is the biggest of big pictures. This chart shows the total

investment in clean energy worldwide, from 2004 to 2008.
You can see the extraordinary growth rate of more than
50% in 2007 and earlier. Relatively speaking, investment
stalled in 2008, although many industries would have been
happy with 5% growth.

The NEX index, which shows the value of about 90 publicly
quoted clean energy companies around the world, was
growing at about 30% a year. This accelerated in 2007 to

Source: New Energy Finance

Global new investment in clean energy, 2004 -2008

Note: Adjusts for reinvested equity. Total value incudes estimates for undisclosed deals.

Source: New Energy Finance, Bloomberg

NEX Index: Summit 2008 - Summit 2009

Index Values as of 23 February 2009; AMEX Oil, NASDAQ and S&P 500 rebased to 100 on 1Jan 2003

Clean energy investment
needs a step change if carbon
emissions are to peak in 2020
Michael Liebreich, chairman and CEO of New Energy Finance, unveiled Global
Futures, New Energy Finance’s analysis of how the energy sector and CO2
emissions will develop over the next few decades. The picture is one of rising
investment and promising technologies emerging – but not yet fast enough to see
CO2 peak in 2020.

Michael Liebreich
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58%. No industry has ever done that for more than a
couple of years without undergoing a correction. The NEX
defied gravity for a while after our 2008 Summit, until about
September when Lehman’s collapse took the stuffing out of
the clean energy sector.

However, it is still approximately tracking that 10% value
creation line. None of the major indices has done this - so
we are still looking at an industry that has created value
despite that fall. There are three real reasons why the NEX
has been hit particularly hard: 
• Risk was repriced, and investors moved away from 

anything early-stage. Any technology risk or unproven 
business model suddenly became highly unfashionable;

• Energy prices dropped. We all know what happened 
to oil and gas prices; and

• Clean energy is capital hungry, so even though asset 
managers have been moving into utilities and other 
safer stocks, the utility-type companies in the NEX 
are sucking in cash.

What impact has this had on financing flows?

The public market window is shut, and it is not clear when
it will reopen. However venture and private equity
performed relatively strongly last year. With the public
markets closed and no scope for clever leveraged
transactions, private equity has taken up some of the slack. 

And then the big one, asset finance, which accounts for
60-70% of the investment flows into clean energy. Asset
finance turned down at the end of 2008 and continues to
drop off. But not a week goes by when we don’t see
projects being financed on every continent. Times are hard,
but not as bad as they could be. If you compare investment
volumes in the oil and gas industry, they’ve been hit a lot
harder. 

A new era of capital rationing
The real challenge is not how much you pay for your debt,
but whether you can get that debt. The interest rate
spreads paid on wind project debt have widened, but central
bank rates are much lower. The issue is one of capital
rationing, and there are several aspects to this. In 2009, we
see a reversion to local markets. Once a bank has taken
money from its country’s government, it’s very difficult for

that bank to go and lend in the same way outside that
country. This will remove around 12% of lending capacity.

Another shift is towards shorter term lending. With
infrastructure lending, you really want to get 15 to 20 year
tenors, but the banks just aren’t lending on that time frame.
So another 20-30% of capacity is gone simply because
although banks will lend on shorter tenors, they won’t on
longer ones.

On the upside, some of the European investment banks are
actually increasing their lending, and some new players are
coming into the market. Overall, we think that the availability
of debt finance in Europe is going to be reduced by 25-40%
in the current environment. But remember this is just for
debt, so those who are using less debt, principally utilities,
are much less affected by this problem.

Fiscal stimulus packages in context
There is a completely different picture in the US. The new
stimulus package has changed the discussion. We’ll talk a
lot more about global stimulus packages in coming
sessions, but we have two main questions: firstly, are they
big enough? And secondly, are they going to be disbursed
quickly enough? It’s important to bear in mind that about
$150bn a year flowed into clean energy worldwide in 2007
and 2008. So order of magnitude, $100-150bn is good
while $1-2bn isn’t going to move the needle far.

The $138bn from the stimulus packages announced so far
is an interesting number. Spread over three years, it’s worth
about $40-45bn a year, which looks good. But there are
some issues. A large part of that is undetermined, so we’re
not sure how it’s going to be spent. And there are issues
around how quickly it can be disbursed. If there’s no rapid
action in the next quarter on the actual mechanism to get
the money to project developers and companies, it’s going

“The real challenge is not how much
you pay for your debt, but whether you
can get that debt. ” 

Source: New Energy Finance, government agencies

Stimulus components targeted at clean energy

Note: Estimates based on disclosed information. Percentages indicate percentage of total stimulus
which is dedicated to clean energy
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to be hard to maintain the momentum we’ve built up in the
last few years.

Capital constraints replace supply constraints
In the wind industry, turbine delivery lead times are coming
down, their order backlogs are clearing and inventory is
rising. The industry now has moved from three-year lead
times and supply constraints into a new era of capital
constraints. 

In solar, too, it is very clear that costs are coming down,
although solar still relies on support mechanisms to
compete with conventional energy. One of the things we do
is track forward silicon prices, based on data from silicon
manufacturers and buyers. Looking at the forward price
curve, we can see silicon prices coming down 30-40% this
year. This is a mixed blessing. If you are a solar
manufacturer with a bad cost position and a weak balance
sheet, then it’s bad news. On the other hand, if you are a
developer or a manufacturer with a strong balance sheet,
then it’s great news. The shake-out we’ve been expecting
in the solar space is happening. 

Onto biofuels - 2005 and 2006 saw a corn ethanol surge,
but over the past few years, the money has shifted into
sugarcane. The other really vibrant area is second
generation biofuels, which are attracting research funds
and venture capital. However the Brazilian sugarcane
industry is providing rather more excitement than it planned
to, thanks to the financial crisis. Towards the end of 2007,
sugarcane ethanol almost looked like a one-way bet. It
could compete at $50 a barrel; the oil price was heading
towards $150, the real was strong and the Brazilian
economy was booming. But there are no one-way bets.
Now the real has collapsed, sugar companies are
distressed and the government has had to intervene. The
industry is going through a rapid restructuring. Of the 135
projects that were in planning, 19% have been
commissioned, 21% are on schedule and many others
have been abandoned or postponed. The expansion plan is
now considerably lower than it was back in 2007-2008. 

So in summary, the world is changing – and our world is
changing. We are leaving a period of supply chain
constraints. We’ve had three or four years of enormous
investment in the supply chain and now demand is being

threatened by an inability to raise finance. When you shift
from supply constraints to capital constraints or demand
constraints, a lot more changes than just the size of the
sector: the whole pricing structure; the relative power and
negotiations; who has to give whom warranties. We are
going to see consolidation in this industry - maybe not
waves of wonderful M&A deals, because some will be
distressed, but it’s clear we won’t see a proliferation of new
companies even when the stimulus packages start to flow
through. 

Global Futures – 2020 and beyond
We are doing more and more work on the future, and the
distant future. Yesterday, we launched Global Futures, our
scenario machine where we look at how the energy system
is going to develop. I want to share a couple of scenarios
with you. We can run scenarios flexibly, so we can look at,
for example, how much offshore wind you need to install to
hit an emissions target if CCS doesn’t work. It’s a very
flexible machine that we are using to look at the energy mix
in the future.

Our base case shows whether or not investment is on track
to achieve the emissions trajectory that the scientists and
now the politicians agree is needed. It’s pretty clear we
need to see CO2 emissions from energy peaking in 2015,
and 2020 at the absolute latest, to avoid really bad things
– and if you want to know what bad things, the IPCC report
is very explicit about them.

At the moment, we are tracking the outside edge of the
worst scenarios. We’ve looked at whether we are on track,
based on systems dynamics and looking at how
investments should grow forecasting out the experience
curves, the cost curves, everything we know about carbon,
about technology developments, about venture investment
and so on. And the answer is we are not on track to see
peak CO2 this side of 2030.

Michael Liebreich

“The world is changing – and our world
is changing. We are leaving a period of
supply chain constraints.” 
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Journalists ask: “We’re in a recession, so can’t we relax a
bit on climate change? Economic activity drives emissions,
so having a recession is a good thing, isn’t it?” Well, the
impact of capital starvation is far worse than the relatively
minor reduction in CO2 emissions. We think there’s only a
small reduction in long term emissions, but a much bigger
impact on capital flows. And so in our base scenario
emissions will continue to grow.

Step change needed
But it doesn’t have to be like that. We also found a scenario
with CO2 peaking at around 2020, but this would need a
step change - either in the policy environment, or
something really dramatic coming out of Copenhagen as a
game changer. If we get what we think we’re going to get
from Copenhagen, then we are probably on the red
scenario line, and not the good green one.

The difference between not having a peak before 2030 and
having a peak in 2020 (or sooner) is half a trillion of annual
investment in clean energy by 2020. We are at $155bn, and
this will probably drop a bit in 2009. We need it grow to
$500bn, but are more likely to see it grow to around $350bn.
Even with some capital rationing, investment volumes are
going to double, and possibly more than double. The
problem is they have got to triple between now and 2020.

Energy efficiency is a big part of the answer. We are
optimistic on energy efficiency, although we qualify it more
than other technologies because there are various
behaviour and agency issues: one person investing and
another getting the benefit makes it hard to accelerate
energy efficiency investment. We are very bullish on solar,
as we move along the experience curve and costs continue
to fall. Wind is constrained by the amount of resource, but
we are nowhere near exploiting the full resource in large
markets like the UK, US and China: there’s so much further
we can go with wind.

Carbon’s contribution
Global Futures has also drawn us into looking more
closely at traditional energy. New energy is dead and all
there is is energy. As clean energy continues to grow as a
percentage of the energy mix, we need to understand the
interface between clean energy and the traditional energy
markets more clearly. Carbon is already changing the
price of electricity, particularly in Europe, and it is
changing the propensity to build coal-powered power
stations in the US. 

In all but a couple of countries, clean energy has started to
drive the electricity markets and the broader energy
markets. Over the next 10 years, this is going to change
completely.

Recently, there’s been a crash in carbon prices, which have
fallen to around EUR 10. I’d like to make two points about
this. Firstly, this is a short-term effect. Looking at what’s
likely to come out of Europe after 2012, longer term carbon
prices will have to be much higher, up to EUR 40, or even
EUR 60. Secondly, one of the reasons carbon emissions
have fallen in Europe is because of the carbon trading
scheme. The argument in favour of the trading scheme was
that it would efficiently allocate carbon and that the
cheapest carbon reductions would be made first. So what
we’re seeing happening is very positive for carbon markets.

I suspect that all the abatement curves we’re seeing today
are wrong, because they are too pessimistic on technology
costs. When you get creativity and investment on a large
scale, technology costs come down within five to 10 years,
whether it’s the cost of energy abatement in the traditional
energy industry or the ability to produce credits through the
CDM. Our chart might show long-term carbon prices rising
to EUR 50, 60 or 70. But that’s based on conservative
assumptions about future progress.

Source: New Energy Finance Global Futures 2009, IMF’s World Economic Outlook
(January 2009), IEA’s World Energy Outlook 2008.

Global Futures: CO2 emissions from fuel combustion in Global
Futures base and 2020 peak scenarios (Gtonnes)

Notes: The data refers specifically to CO2 from fuel combustion and not greenhouse gases.

Source: New Energy Finance Global Futures 2009, New Energy Finance Desktop,
IEA’s World Energy Outlook 2008, The Stern Review

Global Futures capital requirement to 2030: base and 2020
peak scenarios

Note: excludes large hydro; WEO 2008 Reference Scenario share was computed adopting WEO
2008 assumed World GDP growth rates. *Stern Review figures include forestry, agriculture and other
sectors in addition to those relating to energy.
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Dealing with carbon
Carbon capture and storage is one of the big variables in
the long-term view of where we are heading. It’s
extraordinary how much work is going on in CCS around
the world. We’ve logged more than 180 projects. Not all
are progressing smoothly, but nevertheless these pilot
projects are trying to put some carbon underground and
learn about separation, transporting, monitoring and so on.
We found over 900 organisations around the world involved
in some sort of CCS activity.

The problem with CCS is that we are not going to see much
impact this side of 2020. Carbon prices are simply not high
enough and the investment budgets not big enough.
Europe has agreed to spend EUR 9bn – which sounds like
a lot. But compared to the $150bn current annual
investment and $500bn required investment, and assuming
it is spent over a 10-year period, it becomes a small
number. Will CCS ever reach scale or will it continue to be
a debate that will never die and a pilot that will never go away?

We are also launching a nuclear power service. It’s clear
that nuclear plays a role in the future of any energy industry
– it will account for 5% of Chinese electricity generation by
2020, for example. Around the world, the debate is not
about shutting down nuclear but about restarting
programmes even in Germany, Italy and other countries that
have been very against nuclear. But there are very long lead
times, with bottlenecks in the supply chain and several
unresolved issues.

Digital energy – a key enabler
As I’ve already said, we are optimistic about future
investment volumes in clean energy and energy efficiency.
However, there are some enablers that need to be put in
place, such as digital energy. The network is currently a
nice linear system: electricity comes in at one end and it
goes down to the user with a bit of data, but only on a
quarterly or monthly basis when the meter gets read. We

see a future with multiple connected networks, where every
asset in the energy infrastructure will be producing a stream
of information including data about pricing, about carbon
footprints, and so on. This shift will be similar to what
happened in the telecoms and media industry between
1980 and 2005.

In the short term, we face a number of issues. But in the
long term, the investment community is starting to really
understand the opportunity here. We recently carried out a
survey of institutional investors and they are becoming
much more engaged in clean energy, energy efficiency and
the carbon markets. In spite of the capital drought, 75% of
the providers of capital we surveyed - pension funds,
sovereign funds, and so on - said they would be investing
more in clean energy between now and 2012. This
suggests that much more capital will be made available to
fund the trends we need to see. 

Reasons to be cheerful
I want to finish with several reasons to be cheerful. The
‘cup-half-empty’ people shouldn’t dominate this Summit -
this industry is in robust good health. We have a supply
chain that has had substantial investment and we are on the
cusp of becoming much more competitive with fossil fuels.
The fiscal stimulus of $138bn will be coming soon to an
investment near you. Monetary stimulus has been slow to
flow through but will do so. Banks will start lending again.
There are new pools of capital that has not yet started to
flow, such as savers who have been earning 5-6% and who
can’t get those yields any more. 

The bill for all of this will ultimately be sent to dirty energy,
because that’s the only place governments can go for taxes
if they need to raise a trillion dollars quickly to restore their
country’s finances. Auctioning carbon credits will be one
way of doing this – which will also support clean energy.

I want to make a final observation on oil prices. Here we are
in the worst economic crisis of anybody’s living memory and
the oil price is $45. We think there will be a floor of around
$50 under the oil price - simply because at anything below
that you will have the Indian and Chinese middle classes
buying cars, and Americans buying Hummers again. The
supply and demand situation in oil has fundamentally
changed - and that’s a reason to be cheerful.

Michael Liebreich
“The ‘cup-half-empty’ people shouldn’t
dominate this Summit - this industry is
in robust good health.”
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This time twelve months ago, oil prices were beginning their
rapid ascent above $100; Hillary Clinton appeared to be
regaining momentum in the Democratic primaries; and the
credit crunch was seen by many as a temporary irritation
rather than the harbinger of a collapse in global financial
stability. It’s been an extraordinary year of change, leading
to a degree of turbulence and uncertainty unprecedented in
my career.

At present, our field of vision is dominated by the financing
drought and by the implications of the decline in fossil fuel
prices. It’s difficult to discern long-term trends. But I’d like
to suggest three, all of which point to low-carbon energy
continuing to assume a growing share of the global energy
mix over time.

The first trend I’d like to mention is that the competitive
position of low-carbon energy continues to improve. When
it comes to conventional energy, the past twelve months
have served as a timely reminder that the only thing we can
say for certain about fossil fuel prices is that they will vary. 

Demand for oil is much lower than what was expected even
a few months ago, which has led to a significant supply
overhang. However, fundamentals suggest that oil is likely
to become more expensive over the medium to long term.

The second trend I’d like to talk about is that concerns
about energy security and climate change are likely to
increase over time, leading to enhanced government
interventions in the energy sector.

The central role of policy in our sector is sometimes treated
with suspicion by investors, as if this somehow makes clean
energy an ‘unreal’ business.

What a difference a year makes
Lord Browne of Madingley, managing director of Riverstone Holdings and
former CEO of BP, made the closing speech at last year’s New Energy Finance
Summit and came back to open this year’s Summit. As he said: “What a
difference a year makes.”

Lord Browne of Madingley

“Concerns about energy security and
climate change are likely to increase over
time, leading to enhanced government
interventions in the energy sector.”
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That’s a mistaken view.

Government policy – when designed and implemented
effectively – serves to protect relatively immature clean
energy sources from the vagaries of fossil fuel prices. In
today’s turbulent market conditions, the relative stability and
predictability of government price support schemes and
mandates is very much a positive for the sector. 

Nor is government intervention unique to clean energy. It’s
estimated that more than $200bn was spent on oil, gas and
coal subsidies in 2007, compared with around $30bn on
nuclear and renewables.

This leads to the third and final trend I’d like to mention:
the rise of the ‘green stimulus’ political narrative.

Governments around the world are likely to spend several
trillion dollars over the next few years to prime their
economies in the face of the economic downturn. This
presents an opportunity not only to stimulate economic
activity but also to satisfy the other fundamental social goals
of enhancing national security and preserving the local and
global environment. 

These three goals should not be compartmentalized. They
must be integrated together, at the heart of society – and
this argument was made tangible last month in the America
Recovery and Reinvestment Act, which contained extensive
energy efficiency and renewable energy provisions. 

‘Green stimulus’ represents a rare opportunity for both
business and government. A direct conversation is called for.

As investors, we stand ready to deploy the capital needed
to help governments achieve their goals, in exchange for an
economic return that’s appropriate for the risks we are
taking and a level of assurance that policy will be clear,
stable and predictable.

For governments, the key is to shift focus from targets,
policy principles and consultation to practical implementation.
Current policies are not creating enough bite.

To those who say that it’s not the job of government to kick-
start new industries, I say that it’s been done before and
with great success. 

The UK’s offshore oil and gas industry was created from
virtually nothing during the 1970s and 80s. 

I remember how, in the early days, companies like BP had
to rely on hourly workers from America because the UK
didn’t have enough qualified technicians. Now, there are
around 300,000 people resident in this country employed in
the oil and gas industry.

So, despite the economic downturn, I believe the growth
prospects for clean energy remain as strong, if not stronger,
than twelve months ago. 

The current downturn presents us with a great deal of
uncertainty. But it also provides a tremendous opportunity –
an opportunity for business to help shape a more
supportive, long-term investing environment and for
governments to satisfy multiple social priorities at once. 

With that in mind, this week’s gathering of business and
policy thought leaders and practitioners could not be more
timely or important.

Lord Browne of Madingley

“‘Green stimulus’ represents a rare
opportunity for both business and
government. A direct conversation is
called for.”
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Moderated by Emma Duncan, deputy editor of The
Economist, the panel discussion got off to a memorable
start with George Bilicic, chairman of power, utilities and
infrastructure at Lazard, pulling no punches on the short-
term realities.

He said: “We could not be more concerned about the
economy. I can't see how the condition of the economy
won't affect this sector. This is a spectacular sector for the
long term, but I'm pessimistic about the short term,
although it may not be as bad as the rest of the economy.
When I see projections for solar panel deployment in the
short term, for instance, I have no idea where all those
panels are going to go.”

Bilicic’s pessimism on the immediate term was shared in
large part by two of the other bankers on the panel, Paul

Deninger, vice-chairman of Jefferies & Company, and
Marcel Gerritsen, global head of renewable and
infrastructure finance at Rabobank.

Deninger said: “Long term we are all optimists. In the short
term, we have to be realists. I do not think we do anyone
any favours by saying that there will be lots of capital
available in the next 12 to 24 months.”

Gerritsen also described himself as “a little more
pessimistic” than New Energy Finance. He said: “We see a
lot of banking parties withdrawing from the market.
However the credit risk of renewable energy projects we
are financing is very good compared to other assets on
bank balance sheets, and in the medium term, that will
attract more capital.”

However as Duncan worked her way around the panel, it
became clear that there were subtle differences in tone
among its members. 

Ferdinando Beccalli-Falco, president and CEO at GE
International, said: “At the moment, on 5 March, it is clear
that large corporations are favoured in terms of attracting
new capital. The first and second quarters will be tough for

Panel: Emma Duncan, George Bilicic, Marcel Gerritsen, Paul Deninger, 
Brett Olsher, Ferdinando Beccalli-Falco

Debate blows warm and cold
on chances of repairing
finance pipelines
The first session of the 2009 New Energy Finance Summit was designed to make
delegates sit up and take notice. It did just that - and more - as a panel of
prominent financiers crossed swords on the short-term outlook for clean energy. 

Then crunch questions on how to cure the sector’s problems of capital shortage
were put to the floor. For half an hour, the room was abuzz with ideas and debate
on the steps governments should take, and the products the private sector could
offer to supply finance for projects. Angus McCrone reports.

“This is a spectacular sector for the long
term, but I'm pessimistic about the short
term, although it may not be as bad as
the rest of the economy.”
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small companies. But with the stimuli, a lot of the money is
aimed at small and medium-sized enterprises, and when
that money hits the streets, we should have some hope.”

Brett Olsher, global co-head of M&A at Deutsche Bank,
contrasted the perilous position of some young, high
technology firms in the sector that are short of capital with
the more reassuring attitude of larger players.

Olsher said: “Venture capital for small and medium-sized
businesses will be challenging. But we have yet to see any
of the large companies reduce their commitment to

renewable energy, and we should not play down the
importance of that.”

The panellists felt that while government stimulus
packages, such as the $66bn US programme earmarked
for clean energy, were important and valuable, they would
not be a panacea – and the main onus would still fall on the
private sector.

Deninger said: “Governments tend to do well by big
business but not so well by small business. They are
spending tens of billions to save the carbon-emitting auto
industry.” He added that for what he defined as venture
capital ecosystem companies, he was “hard pressed to see
how the stimulus programme assists.”

Worries about the administration of government stimulus
measures were on Bilicic’s mind. He told Duncan: “I've read
the Obama stimulus and there is tremendous spirit behind
it. But it is unclear how it will be implemented. Also, it is
unclear how it will feed through the economy when the
consumer and the ratepayer are in such distress.”

Gerritsen commented: “Governments could perhaps
consider splitting their stimulus packages to assist both
large companies and small developers.” Alongside him,
Olsher thought there was potential for banks to be steered

Ferdinando Beccalli-Falco

Delegates on the tables in Session One were asked to
brainstorm two questions on getting capital flowing to
clean energy – the first was on how governments should
contribute to this via stimulus measures; and the second
was on how the private sector could help to replace lost
liquidity.

The tables were asked to vote on nine possible measures
governments could take, with five points going to the most
favoured ideas and one to the least favoured.

The results were striking. Several ideas gained high marks
right across the room. Most favoured of all was “directing
the flow of debt”, which collected an average of 4.16
points, with “focussing on energy efficiency” getting 4.08,
and the general one of “increasing demand” 3.96. 

Also reasonably popular were “reducing red tape”, with
3.84 – reflecting dissatisfaction with the planning system
for renewable energy projects in some countries – and
“general recapitalisation of banks”, with 3.56.

The least popular policy option was “rescuing distressed
clean energy companies” – an interesting signal that
delegates remained firmly committed to the disciplines of
the market even in the depths of the recession.

The fact that “directing the flow of debt” was the winning
idea showed that delegates were warmly supportive of the
Irish government’s deal to recapitalise Bank of Ireland and
Allied Irish Bank with EUR 3.5bn of preference shares in
each case, in return for commitments on additional
lending to specific sectors – including clean energy.

Answers to the second question revealed an intriguing mix
of investment products that could deliver money to
renewable energy projects – including pension funds
looking for long-term, regular income; infrastructure
funds; warrantied bonds, insured mezzanine debt and
some sort of “government-backed retail savings product”.

Options for the industry included forming “partnerships
between oil majors, utilities and project developers”.

Getting capital flowing
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in their lending: “A lot of large international banks are
becoming more and more influenced by governments, and
there is an opportunity for governments to use the banking
sector to further the climate change agenda.”

During the three days of the Summit, both the banks and
the stock markets were flat on their backs, with the US
S&P500 for instance hitting new 13-year lows.

Deninger was blunt: “Perhaps it would be helpful to
understand how much repair has to happen in the capital
markets. When a company seeks new debt or equity, that
is primary issuance. But that is tough now, because the
secondary market is a disaster. GE’s P/E multiple is about
5. Google has a forward EBITDA multiple of about 12. So,
I can invest in GE at five times earnings, or I can invest in
your company.”

However other panellists saw good opportunities to attract
capital, even in 2009, for clean energy firms with proven
technology. Beccalli-Falco said: “We have a business called
GE Energy Financial Services. We have $19bn invested, a
large part of which is in companies producing equipment for
alternative energy. Come to us!”

Olsher saw some sectors as particularly promising for
investment: “In a capital-constrained world, we believe that
lower volatility options, such as biomass technologies from
waste or non-food sources are very good places to work.
The estimated IRRs are well above the cost of capital today. 

“Another is building efficiency. On any abatement curve,
opportunities like insulation will be on the far left side. If any
homeowner was able to take a five- or 10-year view, they
would make those investments.” 

For Gerritsen, some renewable power sectors would do
better than others in a capital-constrained world: “Players

and developers focused on technologies that are relatively
proven and that have business models that are recession-
proof – meaning having strong relationships with partners
–will be in a far better position to attract capital. I think PV
solar is well proven, and the cost of technology is coming
down. The big players there will do very well. Onshore wind
will do well. Offshore will struggle – institutional investors
are starting to like the equity but not yet the debt.”

Even this cautious panel was optimistic about the clean
energy sector beyond the next few months or year or two.
Gerritsen said: “Renewable energy should attract more debt
liquidity in the medium term. The underlying drivers are very
positive. It is maybe a ‘glass-half-full’ situation.”

Olsher saw a temporary period of rationalisation and
consolidation ahead. “The question is when global capital
markets will stabilise. I do not have a crystal ball, but I think
it will happen. But there will be a bumpy road for the
foreseeable future. We have to work our way through this
problem and assist in the restructuring of many companies
in different markets. 

“However it will not take 10 years to stabilise. There is a
way to work through it. Our hope is that this will last only
one or two more years. In the interim, it will be very difficult
for emerging technologies to get finance in the way they
used to during the past five years. People who need
funding will have to look at stimulus packages and at large
companies to see if they can help.”

“I do not think either of us will be invited to 
cocktail parties because we are such downers. 
But we are long-term optimistic about the sector.” 
(George Bilicic) 

“Not all 57 year-old people want to go home at 
five o’clock and rest.” (Ferdinando Beccalli-Falco)

“We are working with a lot of companies that are on
the verge of making Chapter 11 bankruptcy filings.”
(anon)

“I am mystified that pension funds are not flooding 
into this sector.” (anon)

“We would like to see cleantech CDOs.” (anon)

“Too much product now! Kill the creativity!” (anon)

Quotes from panel and floor 

Table Talk
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Good Morning, or maybe it’s Good Afternoon by now.
Thank you, Ben [van Gils, global power and utilities leader
at Ernst and Young], for introducing me. And thank you,
Michael Liebreich, for inviting me here to talk to you all.

The IEA (International Energy Agency) is sometimes
referred to as an energy policy watchdog. Our beautiful
kennel is located in Paris, near the Eiffel Tower, which I
enjoy, but less often than I would like because I’m always
travelling. We have about 200 staff, perhaps fewer than you
would have imagined, because our data, statistics and
analysis are widely quoted and used. We are paid by our 28
member governments, all of them OECD, or developed,
countries.

We were created after the first oil shock in 1974, by oil-
consuming countries as a consumers’ union to face the
OPEC countries. There was a strong political urge to
secure energy supplies. Our member governments have 90
days worth of strategic stockpiles of net oil imports which
they can use in case of emergency. The IEA was basically
started to analyse the oil market and prepare for this kind of
emergency.

But now our role is expanding, because there is so much
concern not only about oil but also about natural gas supply
security. And because the major users of energy are
increasingly non-OECD countries like the emerging
economies of China and India. So now we have to engage
more with other parts of the world.

Our second challenge is climate change. We are faced with
the target of cutting CO2 emissions by half by 2050 - and
60% of CO2 emissions come from the energy sector. So
any decision taken in Copenhagen will certainly have a
dramatic impact on energy policy makers and those in the
energy world, such as you. Unless we are involved in
deciding the targets, we will suffer. Our mission is for
policymakers in the energy sector to engage in climate
change negotiations. And this is happening.

The third challenge is this economic crisis. We have seen
lots of slowdowns, cancellations or downsizing of energy
projects, whether in oil, gas, renewable energy or new
technologies. This has a significant impact on our future
energy supply – and this is our most urgent and serious
concern.

Let me tell you briefly how we are looking at the energy
market. This chart shows conventional oil supply and
demand. The bars show the spare capacity of oil producing
countries. These projections are from June 2008, so spare
capacity is now slightly higher as demand and capacity have
fallen. But if the investment in the supply side is delayed or

Our global energy future
Nobuo Tanaka, executive director of the International Energy Agency,
highlighted how the IEA’s role has changed since it was established more than 30
years ago, and looked ahead to how the energy industry must change in response
to climate change.

Nobuo Tanaka

“Any decision taken in Copenhagen will
certainly have a dramatic impact on
energy policy makers and those in the
energy world, such as you. Unless we
are involved in deciding the targets, we
will suffer.”
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cancelled, we may have a serious problem by the end of
2013, when we expect the same kind of supply crunch as
we experienced last year.

So we are urging producers, countries and companies to
invest more in capacity, as planned. We learnt last year that
if supply does not catch up with growing demand, oil prices
will rise sharply and become very volatile to choke off the
demand. This is how the market retaliates to a shortage of
investment. We should not repeat this mistake.

This is the first time IEA has engaged in this kind of supply
side projection. The capacity of current oil fields will decline
dramatically; so to maintain even the current level of oil
production, we need 45m barrels per day additional
capacity, roughly four times as much as Saudi Arabia
currently produces. We need four Saudis just to offset the
decline.

Huge investment is therefore necessary. We have
calculated that $26 trillion is needed across the energy
sector to meet growing demand. Half will go to the power
sector, the other half to oil and gas, including 63% to the
developing countries. It’s a global issue. How to bring about
this investment is a very, very important issue. 

Let’s move to climate change. The fastest growth in
energy-related CO2 emissions will come from non-OECD
countries. And coal is the greatest contributor to CO2
emissions; coal-burning power plants in emerging
economies like China and India.

So how to make coal-burning efficient, or carbon-free by
carbon capture and storage technology, is the really
important commercial challenge. Achieving a 50%
reduction in CO2 emissions by 2050 is the litmus test.

Without this technology, we are in the realms of science
fiction.

This is the scenario to reduce CO2 emissions to 550ppm
or 450ppm. 550ppm leads to a temperature increase of 3
degrees centigrade, while 450ppm will lead to a rise of 2
degrees. 

54% of the reduction comes from energy efficiency. This is
the most cost effective, most efficient way to cut emissions
– it may even have negative costs. Putting money in energy
efficiency is a win-win strategy. 

23% comes from renewable energy; 14% from carbon
capture and storage; and 9% from nuclear. We have to
decarbonise the power sector and then use this
decarbonised power for electric or fuel cell vehicles. And
then, finally, we can achieve the 50% reduction. We need
an energy revolution.

But what does this mean? We have to build 20 nuclear
power reactors every year from now to 2030; and 50 hydro
power plants; and 18,000 wind turbines; and 300
concentrating solar power plants; and 30 CCS power plants
– every year.

What is the role of renewable energy? Renewable energy is
already growing fast. 18% of electricity generation globally
currently comes from renewable sources (including hydro).
This number should rise to 40%. Non-hydro renewable
energy must increase twelve-fold if we are to achieve the
450 scenario. 

How much investment will make this possible?

To achieve the 450 scenario, we need to invest $3.6 trillion
in power plants and about $6 trillion in energy efficiency.

Source: IEA

Supply and demand outlook comparison 2008-2013

- OPEC spare capacity now at 3.5 mb/d in 2013, vs. 1 mb/d forecast in July 2008
- But this number could be lower on evidence of widespread project deferrals
- And even 3% spare capacity is tight by any measure

Source: IEA

Reductions in energy-related CO2 emissions in the climate-
policy scenarios

While technological progress is needed to achieve some emissions reductions,
efficiency gains and deployment of existing low-carbon energy accounts for most
of the savings



So in total $9 trillion is necessary on top of the $26 trillion
I have already mentioned. This $9 trillion is about 0.6% of
global GDP. $9 trillion is not a huge number, but it
represents a very important business opportunity for all of
you. 

To facilitate this business opportunity and encourage large
investments, we need stable, predictable policy. So we are
making recommendations to the G8 countries, as well as
our member governments, on how to design renewable
energy policy. For more detail, you can refer to our book
‘Deploying Renewables’, in which we recommend five key
principles:

1. Access to the grid is important.
2. Transparency and predictability are important. We also 

have to design support measures that last up to the 
technology’s maturity. At the beginning it could be 
subsidies, shifting perhaps to feed-in tariffs and 
eventually to tradable green certificates.

3. Consistent and sustained R&D support is necessary. 
We have identified 17 technologies that can contribute
to the energy revolution, of which six are renewables. 
Now we are writing a very detailed technology road 
map for G8 countries.

4. Input from the private sector - like you - is very helpful
and important. We try to maintain a good dialogue 
with the private sector.

5. Better management of the grid is another very important
feature. If variable renewable energy cannot access 
the grid, there is no way to cut CO2 or supply electricity
more efficiently. Grid flexibility is an issue and the smart
grid is a very important option for the power sector. 

To achieve the 550 scenario, current mechanisms are
almost enough. But for 450, we have to bring other major

economies, like China and India, into the carbon trade
framework. Creating an international framework is very
important, but maintaining national policy frameworks for
renewables is also important. We need both. Incentives and
clear messages should stimulate investment.

Let me conclude that the current challenge we face is two-
fold. In the short term, it is about investing in supply; in the
longer term, about sustainable investment. And for both we
need huge government and private sector collaboration, to
create the markets and incentives that will bring about
energy decarbonisation and the energy revolution.

We see the current economic crisis as a challenge but also
as an opportunity.

Many governments around the world are now promoting a
green new deal at the heart of their stimulus packages. We
are going to analyse these and recommend further steps to
the G20. But we should certainly see this as an opportunity,
and if done correctly, the future is very bright.

In Davos, I was very impressed at how optimistic the new
energy sector is, while the financial sector is totally
pessimistic. They have completely lost their business
model. But you still have a very important business model.
So I wish you good luck for this Summit and beyond to a
great future.

May 2009
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“Many governments around the world
are now promoting a green new deal at
the heart of their stimulus packages…
We should see this as an opportunity,
and if done correctly, the future is very
bright.”

Change in world energy investment in the 450 policy relative to
the Reference Scenario, 2010-2030

Huge investment in power plants and energy efficiency will be required if we are to
shift the world onto a 450-ppm trajectory

Nobuo Tanaka

Source: IEA
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The rest of the quote, from the opening lines of A Tale of
Two Cities, is equally apt: “It was the age of wisdom, it was
the age of foolishness… it was the spring of hope, it was
the winter of despair.” The immediate picture painted by the
panel was of a stark and challenging operating environment.

Governments are acting to help alleviate short-term
suffering, although there are big questions about how best
they should do this. Meanwhile, some unexpected
opportunities are emerging from the rubble of the financial
collapse, for investors and corporates alike. For the time
being, though, the stark reality is that there has been a
massive loss of wealth - $50 trillion worldwide, according to
Auerbach – and access to capital remains very tight. 

Tony Lent, managing director of US Renewables Group,
highlighted some of the day-to-day concerns facing the
industry. “There’s a lot of stress in the US renewables

market. The tax equity market has gone away and
European project lending banks have pulled back to home
markets. Debt will be scarce for at least the next three
quarters, possibly through to 2010,” he said.

In spite of “tremendous optimism” over the US stimulus
package, panellists were concerned about how quickly and
effectively funds from it would flow into the industry. NTR’s
chief executive Jim Barry said the key factor would be how
companies interacted with the US administration to help
shape the rules for the disbursement of money. Europe, he
added, was more “plain vanilla”. Lent pointed out that even
with the stimulus programmes in place there was still a
project finance gap for debt and equity. 

Solar manufacturing, which has benefited from a surge in
investment in recent years, has been particularly hard hit by
current market conditions. Hiroshi Miyoshi, general

Panel: Chris Greenwood, Hiroshi Miyoshi, Jim Barry, Tony Lent, Paul
Kloppenborg, Joachim Reiss, Ricardo Castello Branco

Paul Kloppenborg

New spirit of partnership
emerges from turbulent market
conditions
“It was the best of times, it was the worst of times.” Neil Auerbach, managing
partner of Hudson Capital Management, drew on the words of Charles Dickens
to sum up the prevailing mood at the New Energy Finance Summit. The
prognosis for the renewable energy sector was one of short-term pain, but long-
term gain, as a panel of industry leaders gathered on the second day of the
Summit to ruminate on the challenges of building clean energy leaders in a
capital constrained world, reports Sally Bakewell.
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manager within Mitsubishi Corporation’s business
innovation section, described the current market as
“terrible” and “likely to plummet further”. However, his
pessimism was tempered by the fact that Mitsubishi is also
an investor, for whom the current environment was ideal.

Dr Joachim Reiss, director of strategic business
development at Q-Cells, said restricted credit meant that
times were especially tough for solar and wind, both capital-
intensive industries, adding that volatility from unstable
policies and regulations would affect them for years to
come.

Speaking for the biofuels sector, Riccardo Castello Branco,
chief industrial officer at Petrobras Biocombustivel, said
that while project financing was an immediate issue, his
main concern was that global demand could slow down in
the medium term. Export markets, which should account for
about half of Petrobras’s ethanol production in 2013, could
dry up if countries relax their phase-in programmes. 

Barry took the debate wider, focusing on the scale of
investment required for renewable energy as a whole.
“Even if we didn’t have the financial markets facing the
cataclysmic consequences of the last nine months, the
scale of capital required would still be a huge challenge.
The balance sheets of the industry are running scared. We
will have to find new structures if we are to get substantial
investment into the industry,” he said.

Times may be tough, but the panel also noted some
unexpected positive side-effects emerging from the global
economic crisis. 

“I’ve seen changes of who is working with whom, and who
is talking to whom. I'm finding myself now talking to people
here about debt and equity financing for PV projects - a

year ago I would never have had this kind of discussion,”
said Reiss.

Previously unheard-of partnerships, such as utility companies
investing in cell and module makers, are emerging from
collapsing profit margins across the whole solar value chain,
according to Global Cleantech Capital’s chief executive Dr
Paul Kloppenborg. Citing First Solar’s recent acquisition of a
competitor “not because of anything else other than the solar
power plant pipeline”, Kloppenborg said this trend was
driving down the cost of solar with unprecedented speed, to
the major benefit of solar developers.

The dramatic fall in module prices was also paving the way
for good investment opportunities, said Miyoshi. Mitsubishi
recently announced the acquisition of the world’s largest
solar park in Portugal, a move that Miyoshi described as just
the beginning of the group’s investments in Europe.

The current environment favours big players, who are using
their substantial balance sheets to forge ahead and seize
opportunities thrown up by turbulent economic conditions.
Utilities and IPPs would become increasingly active in
renewables project development and investment, predicted
Lent. “As lenders gravitate towards stronger balance

Joachim Reiss (left) and Ricardo Castello Branco

Chris Greenwood, director of New Energy Finance
and moderator of the session, asked conference
delegates for a show of hands from anyone seeking
capital. About 12 hands went up. 

When asked who was providing capital, well over 30
hands rose. A ratio of 3:1 in their favour should have
been encouraging for those trying to raise money,
even though of course the question didn’t explore
who would actually provide the money, and on what
terms. 

Most tellingly, though, when the capital providers
were asked which of them were offering debt, just a
couple of hands remained in the air. A sign of our
times.

Would the real debt providers please stand up?

“The balance sheets of the industry
are running scared. We will have to
find new structures if we are to get
substantial investment into the industry.”
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sheets, established developers with strong balance sheet
partners will have an advantage,” he said.

The panel was unanimously optimistic about the industry’s
prospects. The next 10 years would see significant
financing innovation and new capital allocation moving into
gaps left by the financial storm. “We’re going to see a step
change in installed clean energy capacity,” said Lent,
adding that low carbon energy would become a core part of
mainstream energy portfolios. 

Kloppenborg summed up the current situation succinctly
with a case study. In mid-2007, Global Cleantech Capital
invested in Pirelli Solar, a 50/50 joint venture with Pirelli
Ambiente. The business plan factored in EUR 5.5m for the
price of 1MW of turn-key installed capacity, but with the
price falling, this shrank to EUR 3.6m. “It’s not really fun for
module makers, it’s not fun for cell makers, but ultimately it
will be great fun for the end-user, consumers and society at
large to see large volumes of solar power entering our daily
life,” said Kloppenborg.

The panel found no single definitive incentive model - no
silver bullet - that they felt could right the current wrongs.
Even the successful feed-in tariffs in Spain and Germany
were criticised for giving away too much money. Across the
Atlantic, the US Production Tax Credit had undoubtedly
helped, but its stop-start nature made it inherently weak,

said Barry. Reiss emphasised the importance of programmes
with long-term stability, such as the EEG in Germany.

Panellists came up with a number of suggestions for
policymakers. By far the biggest call was for policy to
reduce the uncertainty connected with renewable
investments. Feed-in tariffs were favoured: Kloppenborg
said a feed-in tariff was the way forward for the US, and
Lent believed that a US national renewable portfolio
standard mimicking the characteristics of the feed-in tariff
was a possibility in the next 36 months. Miyoshi suggested
that a feed-in tariff for PV in Europe was “absolutely vital for
project finance arrangements”.

Feed-in tariffs typically support established technologies;
other policies are needed to short-circuit emerging
technology risk. Barry suggested that governments could
supplement equity in the early stages of new technology
development and guarantee loans that would facilitate rapid
scale-up. This would help bring new technology to
commercial scale quicker and drive down costs.

Branco stressed how important it is to understand what
security of supply really means, saying: “Only by having
access to a global market, with a number of possible
sources of supply and with freedom of choice among these
sources, can a country guarantee its security of supply.”

Investment volumes may be falling and renewable energy
apparently in the grip of financial paralysis, but things are
still changing fast, said Kloppenborg.

The Chinese government is building a 36,000 tonne solar
silicon production plant in the province of JiangXi over two
years; Kloppenborg said it took him five years to build
15,000 tonnes at two US-based plants. “Never
underestimate the tremendous speed at which the cost
price is going down and the volume is going up,” he said. 

Chris Greenwood

“The panel was unanimously optimistic
about the industry’s prospects. The next
decade will see significant financing
innovation and new capital allocation
moving into gaps left by the financial
storm.”

Table Talk
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In the interactive session, New Energy Finance asked
delegates to discuss the implications of several energy
scenarios, each transposed onto the framework of a
different car. The options were a used Dodge Ram, a
Prius, a VW Polo and a Range Rover. The rather gloomy
conclusion was that we were currently driving a Dodge
Ram, a grim place to be according to Michael Liebreich

and the many panellists who also ended up looking at
renewable energy through the prism of a low oil price and
tight credit.

The condensed wisdom from the floor on each of these
scenarios – and what they would mean for renewable
energy - was as follows:

What Car?

High oil price

Low oil price

Scenario: VW Polo

• Tight credit and high oil price

• Safety in numbers – merge to protect

• Flight to quality, more consolidation

• Big companies will become increasingly 
involved

• Big state corporations dominate

• Winners are energy efficiency, biomass, wind 
and solar. CCS becomes too expensive. 
Young technologies will be losers

• Government intervention required – high 
default risk calls for government guarantees

• Tighter credit means slow growth for 
project developers

Scenario: Range Rover

• Loose credit and low oil price

• Very low rate of carbon abatement and 
very few new market entrants

• Large utilities will be the few survivors

• Only market-competitive renewable 
technologies will do well. Wind will be 
favoured over solar; biofuels will suffer

• Investor appetite for high risk, 
high growth companies

• Dangerous scenario for climate / 
clean energy without sound incentives 
for low-carbon investment

Scenario: Used Dodge Ram

• Tight credit and low oil price

• Creates opportunities for the utilities to 
absorb the capacity built so far

• Very tough for small tech businesses, 
and especially hard for solar and CCS

• Consolidation / joint ventures among 
smaller companies

• Investment switches from generation 
assets to energy efficiency

Scenario: Toyota Prius

• Loose credit and high oil price

• CCS will work, especially geographically 
diversified projects

• Breeding ground for new technologies; 
biomass will thrive, as will emerging 
technologies such as fuel cell / hybrid cars

• Development banks can de-risk projects, 
create liquidity and improve transparency

• High oil prices encourage negative carbon 
practices, such as oil sands exploitation

Ti
gh

t 
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Loose credit
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The panellists were drawn from a broad range of sectors
and geographies, ranging from electric cars in the form of
Shai Agassi, the founder and CEO of Project Better Place,
to next-generation biofuels, represented by Lee Edwards,
chief executive of Virent Energy Systems. They, alongside
Rob Hastings, director of the Crown Estate’s marine
assets; Peter Corsell, CEO of GridPoint; Schlumberger
vice-president Hanspeter Rohner; and Greg Kats,
managing director of Good Energies, brought the final
session to life late on Thursday afternoon.

The session was chaired by The Economist’s deputy editor
Emma Duncan, who kicked off with the question on
everyone’s lips: how do we move new technologies from
development to commercialisation as quickly as possible?
Edwards, whose Virent Energy Systems uses catalytic

technologies to produce renewable liquid fuels, replied:
“From a biofuels perspective, the industry continues to be
challenged by the risks associated with the pace of
commercialisation, the scale of deployment and the
technology risks associated with those two. The one thing I
think we can do is find ways to use good engineering to
reduce the number of pilot demonstration steps and take
bigger scale steps to get technologies to where they should
be.”

Kats believes that optimising the network is the answer,
reducing energy losses and allowing consumers to use
energy far more efficiently. “Energy efficiency should be
deployed more widely,” he said, adding that along with
green buildings, this is the area with the “largest low-cost
opportunity for carbon reductions”.

Kats continued: “The US government should focus on its
500,000 buildings to achieve substantial reductions in
energy use and a shift to integrated green design. The
Federal government should accelerate utility price
decoupling and the adoption of time of use electricity rates
to allow utility prices to reflect actual costs and to provide
incentives for expanded investment in efficiency and green
buildings.”

Panel: Emma Duncan, Hanspeter Rohner, Rob Hastings, Shai Agassi,
Lee Edwards, Greg Kats, Peter Corsell

More than one winner - 
a place for all renewable
technologies in a low-carbon
future
Financiers and established clean energy players had had their say as panellists at
the Summit; now it was time to think about whether new and emerging
renewable technologies would ever see the light of day. The six panellists at the
New Energy Finance Summit’s third session “The Next to Scale” certainly
seemed to think so – as long as there was government support and enough
investor interest. Ashwini Raj reports.

“Putting a full price on carbon – and
making emitters pay for it – is a key driver
behind new renewable technologies.”
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The smart grid has obvious merits, but the reality still seems
to be a long way off. Other technologies are closer. Corsell
of GridPoint says: “Technologies that have lower structural
costs and few barriers to entry are more likely to succeed in
this environment. I would not count out really innovative
models – like Project Better Place – because people are
looking for something different. They just want to see that
it can scale.”

Schlumberger’s Rohner made it clear that putting a full
price on carbon – and making emitters pay for it – was a
key driver behind new renewable technologies. “The
deployment of any new technology depends on the speed
at which reductions in carbon emissions are enforced,” he
said.

Agassi of Project Better Place argued that scale is critically
important when it comes to electric cars. “Cars are the main
reason we want oil. There are 750m cars worldwide, and
we’ll add another 50m in 2009. Even with the recession,
we’ll add 75m new cars over the next three years –
effectively increasing global gas demand by 10%. In his
campaign, President Obama promised 1m plug-in hybrids
by 2050: this isn’t enough. That only reduces global
demand for oil by 0.03%. The pace of change needs to be
much faster to reach the necessary (and compelling)
economies of scale that will bring about a transformation,”
said Agassi, who pointed out that at a cost of 8 cents a
mile, electric cars are competitive even when oil prices are
low. “Average fuel consumption is roughly 25 miles a gallon:
I challenge you to find a half-a-dollar litre in any gas
station,” he said.

All panellists agreed that scaling up new technologies faced
a number of challenges. 

Hastings from the Crown Estate, which owns most of the
UK coastline, elaborated on the challenges facing offshore
wind in the UK: “This summer, we’re expecting the first
gigawatt of offshore wind energy to be installed and
operating in UK waters. We have a second round of
projects which are expected to deliver something between
5GW to 6GW operating by 2013. And a third round of
projects is expected to deploy 25GW by 2020. When we’re
talking about infrastructure of that sort and that scale, just
the physical intrusion of it requires careful consideration of
the consents and licensing requirements. That is point one.

“The second point is that this scale of deployment requires
a supply chain to be there and to be efficient and cost-
effective. And the third point is that you’ve obviously got to
pay for it, and therefore the investment markets have got to
be there. We have seven years to spend GBP 100bn in the
UK alone. But the fact of the matter is that we do not have
a supply chain to support even 10% of that growth. Under
current market conditions, the financial markets would find
it difficult to deliver investments of GBP 100bn by 2020.”

Like Kats, who believes that energy efficiency has been
prevented from being more widely deployed “because of
structural reasons related to split incentives, mispricing and
regulatory obstacles”, Hastings believes that in terms of the
challenges, “it is not just the market but government
policies that play a major role. The EU will need to get 20%
of its energy from renewable sources by 2020 - that has
been clearly identified. The clever bit is how to match the

Shai Agassi (left) and Lee Edwards

Peter Corsell

“All technologies have an opportunity to
make it… Speed to scale will be
rewarded in the marketplace.”
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Delegates were asked to evaluate emerging technologies in terms of their ability to scale and their investment readiness.

A target-rich environment

public and the government’s expectations with the normal
process of the market. It leads me to believe that we require
a new business model of public-private partnership.”

During the table discussions that followed, delegates
evaluated emerging technologies in terms of their ability to
scale and their investment readiness, as well as identifying

what key barriers had to be overcome. The results, shown
above, suggested a target-rich environment: there was a
distinct lack of technologies languishing in the low
scalability / low investment readiness quadrant.

The panellists were then asked to defend their technologies
against charges of prohibitive cost and too-distant time
scales. This made for a lively debate with Rohner, first in the
hot seat, insisting that CCS was the way forward – even
though many believed it was on the agenda for political
rather than economic reasons. “CCS does have the ability
to reduce a sizeable percentage of emissions in a short
time,” he said, but also admitted that “it needed regulatory
change and the right funding to kick off in a big way”. 

Corsell, however, remained unimpressed. “Speculative and
capital-intensive initiatives like CCS will be difficult to
finance in this environment,” he maintained.

Hastings was quick to add that CCS would happen at some
point in the future. “As owners of the seabed in the UK and
the rights to carbon dioxide storage offshore, anyone

Neil Auerbach
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Key barriers for young technologies

• Electric cars: massive infrastructure requirements 
and high capital costs, opposition from existing 
car companies and a proper grid infrastructure 
not being in place.

• Second-generation biofuels: technology issues, 
money for R&D, feedstock transport logistics 
and availability of marginal land to grow crops on. 

• Carbon capture and storage: lack of available sites, 
public scepticism, capital constraints and not proven 
to be cost-effective.

• Marine (wave and tidal): proof of concept in a tough 
environment, grid connectivity, scalability, reliability, 

interference with shipping lanes and environmental 
concerns.

• Smart grid and digital solutions: capital constraints, 
no answers to questions such as who pays for smart 
grid (customers or grid companies?) and data 
management.

• Energy efficiency: the need for good business 
models, the need for high hydrocarbon costs and 
a high carbon price as a motivator, misaligned 
incentives / asymmetry of benefits.

• Offshore wind: costs (expensive to install and maintain),
technology and permits are all key barriers.

planning to store carbon in seabed geological formations
will probably have to come and talk to us at some stage. We
could expect activity within the next 10 years.”

Kats, meanwhile, argued that energy efficiency was the most
immediately attractive technology. He said, “Energy efficiency
in buildings can deliver a 40% improvement. Governments
need to set an example, and they can also help markets to
merge, so that we go beyond energy efficiency and integrate
renewable energy in our buildings. When we invest in our grid
and in infrastructure we need to invest on both sides of the
electricity meter – both efficiency and generation. This is
more cost-effective and allows demand to be reshaped to
enable renewable energy generation and cut expensive and
polluting peak consumption.”

So which technology then, would be the winner?

The short answer was: “No single one”. The panellists
agreed that while all technologies had their merits and
problems, each had a role to play in a low carbon future.
Agassi, the founder and CEO of Project Better Place,
whose mission is to launch zero-emission electric cars
running on a clean energy grid, believes that the short-term
winners will be technologies that replace existing ones with
more efficient versions, and long-term winners will be
technologies such as electric cars, which he expects to cost
2 cents per mile by the end of the decade.

Edwards put it succinctly: “I hope all technologies win
because if we want to achieve CO2 targets, we cannot
afford to eliminate any one sector. This means winners will
need to find ways to be competitive with local market
prices. Winners will also have the ability to scale in multiple
locations at the same time. The average biofuel plant, at
commercial scale, produces 6500 barrels a day based on
feedstock availability and technology. In India, the largest
refinery that is being built today is 100 times bigger than
that.” Accessing capital to bring clean technologies to scale
will be essential if they are to be competitive at a meaningful
level. 

The final verdict? In Lee’s words, “All technologies have an
opportunity to make it with winners offering price,
performance and improved environmental delivery. Speed to
scale will be rewarded in the marketplace.”

Table Talk
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Introducing the Table Talk session on The Other Five Billion,
Kirsty Hamilton, associate fellow at Chatham House,
highlighted some of the issues associated with developing
countries. We can think of the challenge in terms of both
emissions and infrastructure. Over the next 10-15 years,
the infrastructure and the technology that will produce our
emissions profile in 2050 will start to be locked in, making
this a very urgent challenge.

The climate agenda must be linked with energy security and
energy provision, both of which are top of many developing
countries’ priorities. At the session’s outset, Hamilton
highlighted the need to consider different scales of energy
investment: from economy-wide large scale opportunities,
the focus of this session, all the way through to the micro
basic-needs level, which was addressed later, notably in the
spark session from Dipal Barua of Grameen Shakti [see box].

Dr Jeffery Leonard, president of the Global Environment
Fund, which has invested in developing countries for 20

years, introduced himself to the Summit as “your morning
wake-up call”. In developed countries, renewable energy is
largely replacement energy, displacing conventional energy
- which is not the case in developing countries.

“In emerging markets, the good news is that renewable
energy capacity will probably increase five to ten times over
the next few years. But the really, really bad news is that
these countries will need four to five times as much power
as they do now. So for every 1MW of renewable energy,
there will be 3-4MW of coal and other forms of generation.
We massively underestimate the scale of the challenge,” he
warned.

Leonard called for a game change. “We have to face up to
these challenges unless we want to be overwhelmed.”
Technologies must be made available to help people who
are increasing their energy consumption to remain carbon-
neutral even as they grow their affluence and energy
consumption needs.

“I’ve seen villages in India where people love their off-grid
solar panels – but as soon as grid access is available, they
hook up to that instead. In that case, they are literally
switching from a wholly renewable energy source to one
primarily fuelled by coal, which is going backwards into the
future,” he explained.

Panel: Kirsty Hamilton, Marco Antonio Fujihara, Jeffery Leonard

Keeping it clean - 
the other five billion
Over 60% of all energy investment between now and 2030, currently estimated
at $26 trillion, needs to take place in the developing world - equivalent to average
annual investment of around $700bn. Investment in developing countries is
increasing; in 2008, it accounted for 32% of worldwide clean energy investment,
but was still only a relatively modest $50bn, most of it going to the dominant
emerging economies of China, India and Brazil. Meeting the surging energy
demands of developing countries in as sustainable way as possible is a major
challenge, writes Alice Hohler.

“For every 1MW of renewable energy,
there will be 3-4MW of coal and other
forms of generation. We massively
underestimate the scale of the
challenge.”
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High population growth exacerbates the problem. 

“There is no longer any escaping the fact that population
matters. Today we’re talking about aggregate CO2
emissions but in the next 50 years population will be firmly
on the agenda because in the end per capita CO2 is what
will matter. Think about those other five billion people – they
are low carbon emitters at the moment. If they attain
affluence by expanding their carbon footprints to the current
per capita levels of Europe and the US, we can’t win this
game,” added Leonard.

The scale of the challenge may be huge, but its extent
varies from country to country. Brazil, for example, has a
world-leading sugar ethanol industry and is starting to make
inroads into exploiting its vast forestry reserves sustainably.
Marco Antonio Fujihara, CEO of Sustain Capital, which co-
manages private equity fund Fundo Brasil Sustentabilidade,
describes how charcoal from Brazil’s forests is replacing
coal in steel manufacturing.

Domestic investment in Brazil is thriving. The Brazilian
National Bank of Economic and Social Development
(BNDES) was the top project finance lead manager in the
New Energy Finance clean energy league tables 2008,
with $5.7bn of deals. But one of Brazil’s main challenges is
using public money to leverage more private investment,
particularly from abroad. 

“There are lots of opportunities for renewable energy in
Brazil, and carbon credits help to make investment more
profitable,” said Fujihara, adding that Brazil has the
advantage of a sound financial system and good capital
markets. Nevertheless, he admits that foreign investors can
find it hard to get a foothold in the country. “You need to take
a local approach, to find a local partner. It is very hard for
European and US investors to make direct investments in
Brazil. We have a policy for international relations and
another for energy; we need to pull these together,” he said.

The role of government has traditionally been to create the
right policy and regulatory framework, and provide
incentives for investment. Now, however, governments are
putting up money themselves, both in national stimulus
packages, and via the large funds being raised under the
international climate process.

Virginia Sonntag-O’Brien, who jointly coordinates the
UNEP Sustainable Energy Finance Initiative, points out that

Green technology and green jobs in Bangladesh

Bringing renewable energy to 75m Bangladeshis – half
the country’s population - is the dream of Dipal Chandra
Barua, founder of Grameen Shakti. His vision is to install
7.5m domestic PV systems in Bangladesh, build 2m
biogas plants, produce 20m improved cooking stoves and
create 100,000 green jobs - all by 2015. This year alone,
he plans to install 250,000 PV systems - more than the
total number of systems installed during the past 12
years.

Every morning, Barua receives a text message giving him
the latest installation figures: at the New Energy Finance
Summit, the number of PV systems installed reached
214,000, including 300 added the previous day. Less
than two weeks later, this had risen to 220,000.

Solar energy is ideal for distributed generation, powering
rural villages out of reach of the electricity grid. The
challenge is financing the high upfront capital costs in
what are typically impoverished regions, and this is where
Grameen Shakti comes in. Grameen makes solar loans

only to the poorest borrowers, who repay it from the
savings they make by no longer having to buy kerosene.
The economics are compelling: payback is typically three
years, compared to the system’s life of 20 years.

The benefits go beyond power. Grameen Technology
Centres – 43 at the last count – employ local women to
assemble the systems and provide after-sales service
within their communities, earning about $100 a month.
More than 5000 rural women have been trained, and are
helping to bring green energy, health, education and
income to their communities. Barua explains that men are
not allowed to work in the Technology Centres to ensure
that the benefits reach women and are not hijacked by
men. 

Grameen Shakti makes its solar loans with funding from
the Bangladeshi government, which in turn receives
funding from the World Bank. Barua’s next challenge is to
raise funding so that he can roll out the same model for
biogas and improved stoves.

“The challenge is not just about capital;
it’s about bringing about an energy
transition, delivering power as quickly
and cleanly as possible to a vast number
of new consumers.”
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this shift has implications for the private sector, as she
outlined in one of the Summit spark sessions. As public
funds will increasingly be governed under a global
arrangement, the private sector will have to deal with
multilateral agencies, not just their own national
governments. There will also be technology transfer to
developing countries, but how this should happen remains
to be defined. Concerted global action from governments
should be positive for private investors, but they should
actively engage in designing the new financial architecture
rather than just letting it happen.

There are good rewards for those who make the effort.
Leonard said: “The Global Environment Fund is living proof
that you can make good returns on renewable energy
investments in developing countries. If New Energy Finance
kept tables for the amounts of capital returned to limited

partners from successful investments, I am confident that
GEF would have been right up near the top for the past two
years. During that time we returned $750m to our
investors, from our realised investments globally, of which
two thirds were in emerging markets.”

But the challenge is not just about capital; it’s about
bringing about an energy transition, delivering power as
quickly and cleanly as possible to a vast number of new
consumers.

So how can policymakers help? CDM is part of the solution,
but it is bureaucratic and can be complicated for smaller
countries to tap into. What’s needed to boost investment,
said Fujihara, is clear and simple international policy
combined with good national regulation. He called for Brazil
to draw together its policies on energy and foreign relations
to boost private sector project finance investment.

Leonard observed a different kind of policy convergence.
“There’s a real game change happening in the US, where
renewable energy has effectively been redefined to include
recycled energy and energy efficiency, giving these the
same benefits as renewable energy in the stimulus
package. I think this inclusive approach will lead to a major
new push in the US to emphasise energy efficiency as the
“first fuel” for electricity generation. These new broader
stimuli for recycled energy and energy efficiency could
catch on in other countries and radiate around the world,”
said Leonard. Developing countries, which often use and
generate energy inefficiently, stand to benefit. 

Closing project finance deals in emerging markets

Investing in developing countries can be a minefield. Legal
and regulatory constraints, high perceived risk and heavy
bureaucracy deter many would-be investors. However,
Diana Jensen, senior manager of renewable energy and
sustainable development finance at OPIC, recently closed
debt funding for a 2MW solar deal in India. This is a
relatively rare success in a country with a strong pipeline of
solar projects - around 80 projects to add around 800MW
of capacity – but none yet commissioned, and very few of
these (less than 3%) under construction or financed.

Jensen shared with the Summit what she considered to
be the main success factors behind the deal: 

1. The deal involved a strong developer who is from the 
region where the project will be located but also is a 
US citizen equally comfortable working with a US 
financial institution and in the local environment.

2. The project developer worked with regulators from a 
very early stage, at both state and national levels to 
help influence the development of solar regulation.

3. The project developer was able to attract an 
experienced US firm for the design of the solar farm. 

4. The deal had attracted interest from two investment 
funds, one from India, one from the US. OPIC was 
able to draw on their due diligence and groundwork, 
which kept transaction costs to a minimum. 

The Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC) was
established as a US government agency in 1971 to
facilitate investment in emerging markets. Because OPIC
charges market-based fees for its products, it operates on
a self-sustaining basis.

Virginia Sonntag-O’Brien
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The view from three continents

China

China and the US are the two largest emitters of CO2 in the world, so developing
new energy is not only important for China’s economic growth and for our energy
security, but most importantly for fighting global warming.

As a developing country, China’s per capita emissions are lower than the global
average. However, many foreign investors come to China to manufacture. I was vice
premier of the chemical industry 12 years ago, and I used to remind the chemical
giants every year at Davos: “You moved your manufacturing facilities here and
brought CO2 emissions to China, yet you get the credit and we get the blame!” But
we are not using this as an excuse to lessen our responsibility for global warming,
and we are taking serious steps to embrace new energy.

It’s a very tough task for us because China’s energy structure is 75% coal, 12% petroleum, and 3% natural gas, with just
9% from nuclear and renewable energy at the end of last year. So we are highly reliant on fossil fuel.

We now have 10GW of nuclear, and plan to increase this to 60GW by 2020, when it will account for 5% of our power output.

Wind is the fastest-growing renewable energy in China. Our original goal for 2020 was for installed capacity of 20GW, but
we reached 12.2GW by the end of 2008 and will reach our 2020 goal next year. We have revised our strategic plan so that
by 2020, we will have reached 100GW of installed wind capacity. We also have 60 companies manufacturing wind turbines. 

Overall, our renewable energy sector is growing very fast - 30% a year - and in 2007 we invested $12bn in new energy,
second only to Germany. However, there are many difficulties in developing new energy – on three basic levels:

• Political feasibility – we have to get consensus among our people. They are becoming more environmentally aware, 
but we need to educate our people further so they support the development of new energy.

• Economic feasibility - the price of new energy is much higher than conventional energy. Coal-fired electricity is 15% 
cheaper than wind, and much cheaper than solar. So we need to do a cost-benefit analysis, taking into account 
the environmental price of pollution, ecological degradation and wasted resources. We can also use CDM and 
government subsidy. If we combine these three, we can solve the economic feasibility problem.

• Technical feasibility - there are lots of problems to be solved. We have good wind resources – around 1000GW – 
75% of it offshore, but developing offshore wind is a big challenge. Also, we can only generate electricity when the 
wind velocity is more than 3m/sec, which we need to improve on. Last but not least, we need more support from our 
government for R&D. We would also like to cooperate with foreign countries and companies to develop new 
technologies and improve existing energy, via joint ventures and by allowing foreign companies to build new energy 
manufacturing in China.

We live in hard times – not only for traditional but also for new energy. But I’m a prudent optimist – I believe sooner or later
the crisis will pass. From a long-term perspective, climate change is a far more important problem, related to human existence
and development, than the financial crisis. Let me quote the great English poet: “If winter comes, can spring be far behind?”
So I believe that after the financial crisis, a new spring of new energy development will follow.

Professor Siwei Cheng was vice-chairman of the Standing Committee of the Chinese National People’s Congress
from 1998 to 2008. He is currently a director of the Chinese Academy of Sciences Research Centre and chairs
the China Advisory Council for the World Economic Forum. 
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The US

We’re seeing an unprecedented confluence of a severe financial global crisis; rapid
acceleration, innovation and improvements in clean energy and transportation
technologies; and the moral, economic, policy, public health and environmental
imperative to solve our global warming problems before they get worse.

The recent US presidential election was transformational in many ways, but I’d like
to focus on just two aspects.

First, both President Obama and Senator McCain recognised, albeit with very different
strategies, the convergence of economic, energy, environmental and national security
issues – and that’s unprecedented in a presidential election. Energy and environment
have never before been a top tier issue, as they were in this election.

The second aspect I’ll mention is that President Obama is the first urban president in the US since Warren Harding in the
1920s – and this brings different values. People who live in a city share many values with people who live in the country, but
if you live in a city, things like public transit, high speed rail, making schools, hospitals, offices and housing more energy-
efficient are much more part of one’s experience. Barack Obama brings to the presidency an urban perspective that no US
president has had for about 80 years.

Managing the clean energy future is now embedded across government. In the past, the US Department of Energy would
have been the focal point for these policies; now clean energy has its own tsar – or tsarina – in the White House: Carole
Browner. It’s about cleaner energy, a greener economy, creating jobs, national security – all these have been pulled together.
President Obama is of the ‘Promise what you can deliver, Deliver what you promise’ school of thought. And he’s taking his
campaign promises forward in his administration. 

But there’s an additional point. Energy, the economy, the environment and national security have been powerfully joined by
the employment necessity – the need to create jobs. Combining clean energy with job creation wasn’t heard of in American
politics even five years ago – and today it’s the driving force behind the president’s policy initiatives.

The economic stimulus legislation was the financing piece; clean energy legislation will come next. There will be wrangling
and give-and-take, but the federal government will pass a renewable energy standard that will establish a national programme
to pull together what are now 26 different state programmes. There’ll be energy efficiency building code legislation, appliance
legislation and other moves to make our country far more energy-efficient. The opportunities are enormous: in lighting alone
the fruit is so low-hanging you can pick it up off the floor.

President Obama is now stepping up to lead on climate change – and he must. Solving our global warming problem is the
political, economic, moral, business, policy and technological challenge of our generation.

President Obama faces enormous challenges leading up to Copenhagen, trying to work with and follow where others are
leading, but also to step up and lead so that others might join with us and follow. He also faces an enormous challenge
walking into the US Senate and finding the votes for climate change legislation. Right now those votes are not there – and
getting them will involve full engagement and leadership from President Obama.

To wrap up, some ask how we can deal with climate change when the economy is so difficult. Part of the answer is how can
we not deal with it when the scientists tell us we must deal with it? And when it comes to energy efficiency, how can we
afford to continue to waste energy and drain dollars from our economies, businesses’ bottom lines and household budgets
when the economy is as difficult as it is?

President Obama has already stayed the course in some very challenging ways. I think you are going to see a president who
stays focused, stays the course, delivers on his campaign promises and does his very best to move forward with clean energy,
cleaner transportation and energy efficiency in our new carbon-constrained economy.

Howard Learner, president and executive director of the Midwest’s Environmental Law and Policy Centre, Chicago.
In his own words, he has been an adviser to Barack Obama “for a while”.
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The UK / Europe

I’d like to congratulate New Energy Finance, an important international voice on
energy issues, for organising this event.

I’m going to make five main points:

1. We’ve established a new Department of Energy and Climate Change in the UK.
This is in recognition of the fact that when two-thirds of CO2 emissions come from
energy and production, you can’t look at your energy policy without also looking at
climate policy. Equally you need a climate policy that can meet the demands of
energy security and economic growth.

2. This year, it’s especially true that we need to think about economy and environment together. Led by what President
Obama has done, we know there are ways we can meet our carbon objectives, tackle climate change, address energy
security and help ourselves us out of this financial situation. While some people may say we shouldn’t be worrying about
climate change issues, I’d say that we can both meet our environmental and economic objectives together.

3. We need a combination of government and markets; markets, because of the dynamism they can provide and the private
investment that we need. But there’s also a role for government, for example by giving people incentives to become more
energy-efficient because energy efficiency is a vital route to energy security and in many ways the best route. There’s so
much more we can do in the residential and non-residential sectors – and indeed in the public sector. We need a partnership
between government and markets.

4. I want to provide a perspective on Europe. Last December we agreed the 202020 climate and energy package – and
that’s a very important step forward. By 2020, Europe is agreeing to cut emissions by 20% - increasing to 30% if a global
deal is reached at Copenhagen - and meet 20% of its energy needs from renewable energy. But Europe is also showing that
it wants to invest in new technologies – we’ve agreed to invest EUR 9bn in CCS between 2012 and 2020. We’re also seeing
whether there is more Europe can do in the energy sector to stimulate recovery. I can also assure you that at the G20
meetings in London, the question of low carbon recovery will be firmly on the agenda.

5. This year is a huge opportunity for the world. It’s a very challenging year to be trying to agree a global deal in Copenhagen.
But we can see this as a challenge or an opportunity. The challenge of climate change is a big one for the world - and every
country needs to play its part. But we are absolutely clear that the message about climate change needs to be one of
Prosperity not Austerity – about how we can tackle climate change while helping our economy and building the economies
of the future. This message is as true in China as it is in the US, or the UK. There are huge opportunities for us to grow and
prosper in the low carbon economy of the future. The low carbon sector is estimated to be a $3 trillion industry – but this is
set to double and all countries can take advantage of this and benefit from it.

Ed Miliband, UK Secretary of State for Energy and Climate Change, joined the Summit via video link as he was in
the US at the time, visiting new members of the administration to discuss climate and energy issues.
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Summit Report 4: Policy

Emma Duncan, deputy editor of the Economist and session
moderator, opened the discussion by asking panellists for
their views on the current policy landscape. The debate
quickly homed in on the carbon markets. With the carbon
price at all-time lows, the cap-and-trade system is facing
criticism from industry and some policy-makers.
Nevertheless, the thought leaders agreed that while putting
a price on carbon is not enough on its own, the carbon
markets are an important part of the long-term regulatory
landscape and can provide a useful framework for other
regulation. 

Jos Delbeke, deputy director general of DG Environment at
the European Commission, tried to defend the European

Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS) from the criticism that a
low carbon price will prevent industry from investing in
cleaner technologies.

“The system is commonly named cap-and-trade. So let’s
concentrate a bit more on the cap and less on the trade. I
would conclude that the cap is respected so we should not
be overly worried about the price,” he said, adding that:
“Overall, the carbon market is working. Every year until
2020 there will be fewer ETS allowances available, in a way
that is predictable to all economic operators. I am quite
hopeful that we will move back to high prices as soon as the
economic situation improves.” 

The ETS is still in its early stages: it is likely to change
dramatically between now and 2020, when many believe
we will have a global carbon market. Furthermore, others
can learn valuable lessons from the ETS when establishing
their own carbon markets, as in the US and Australia.

But the carbon markets are only part of the answer and
cannot, on their own, spark a green revolution. Delbeke’s

Great needs – great expectations: 
the pressure on policy
Policy has much to live up to. Market forces alone cannot achieve the scale and
speed of investment needed to address climate change - and policymakers face a
rapidly approaching deadline on how to tip the balance in Copenhagen. Bringing
together nearly 200 countries in an agreement would be challenging at the best of
times, but the prevailing financial crisis, the urgency of the problem and the fact
that there will be winners and losers at every level, from corporate to national,
mean that negotiations will be particularly complex and hard-fought.

On the upside, though, President Obama has introduced a new era of green
priorities and leadership in the US, and governments around the world are putting
clean energy at the heart of their economic recovery packages. Thought leaders
at the policy session embarked on a vigorous debate about how policy could
move us towards a low-carbon future. Anna Czajkowska reports.

“Putting a price on carbon is not
enough on its own, but the carbon
markets are an important part of the
long-term regulatory landscape.”

Panel: Emma Duncan, Jos Delbeke, Professor Cheng, Howard Learner,
Kai-Uwe Schmidt, Peter Vis 
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colleague, Peter Vis, adviser to EU Commissioner for
Energy Andris Piebalgs, commented that “renewable
energy needed something extra, namely specific
renewable energy targets. Targets enable both investors
and policy-makers to know where we are going in the
coming years.”

Many countries, of course, have renewable energy and
energy efficiency targets. But how these targets are to be
met is less obvious. One of the key policy tools for
stimulating clean energy roll-out, the Clean Development
Mechanism (CDM), proved to be a bone of contention
among the speakers, contrasting the different priorities of
developing and developed countries. 

On the one hand, Professor Siwei Cheng, former vice-
chairman of the Standing Committee of the Chinese
National People’s Congress, assured the Summit that
“CDM is a big incentive for the developing countries, both
for governments and for companies,” because it has the
potential to close the gap between renewable energy and
coal generation. “Thanks to the CDM, governments
subsidise less and companies can compete with coal-fired
generation,” he said. 

His point was supported by Kai-Uwe Schmidt, senior
programme officer at the UN Secretary General climate
change support team, who reiterated that “a bit more than
10 years ago the CDM was a dream. It is quite remarkable

what level of real global investments the system has
reached.” 

On the other hand, however, these voices were
counterbalanced by the criticism of the system’s weak
design, bureaucracy and temporary nature. Vis pointed out:
“The CDM does not reduce emissions globally: it allows
cheaper compliance with reduction targets already agreed. 
Ultimately we need to move beyond this and ensure that
projects in developing countries do contribute to an
additional reduction of global emissions.” 

Delbeke added: “We could enlarge the role of crediting
systems significantly and at the same time greatly simplify
the CDM. CDM-like systems could be an important step to
bring cap-and-trade systems. But the CDM as we know it
now gives an incentive not to join cap-and-trade.”

Howard Learner, president of the US Environment Law and
Policy Center, emphasised that necessary political will for
CDM is lacking in the US, given the current economic
turmoil. “Whether the offset projects are in Indonesia or
Indiana doesn’t make a difference in terms of greenhouse
gas reductions that can help save the planet. But it makes
a lot of difference in terms of local co-benefits. In the US,
many politicians want to see the job creation, economic
growth and multi-pollutant reduction benefits accrue in their
own communities, so there is probably going to be less
emphasis on overseas CDM, at least in the initial phase of
legislation,” he said. 

Lack of political will, and especially lack of real leadership,
is also the main fear of those who are hoping for a global
agreement in Copenhagen. Although all the speakers were
optimistic that some kind of deal will be reached in
December, “if only because the science tells us to reach it”
(Schmidt), in order to make this deal comprehensive, fair

Jos Delbeke

Peter Vis

“Whether the offset projects are in
Indonesia or Indiana doesn’t make a
difference in terms of greenhouse gas
reductions. But it makes a lot of
difference in terms of local co-benefits.”
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Alluding to Charles Dickens, Professor Siwei Cheng said
that “with great expectations come great pain and
confusion”. Reaching a global agreement on emissions is
very likely to prove painful and at times confusing. Given
that it is so obvious what needs to be achieved, globally,
why is it so complicated to move forward? Because there
will be winners and losers: businesses, perhaps even
industries, will disappear and some countries will suffer.

The ensuing debate about Copenhagen revealed that while
all eyes are on US and China, who therefore face the
highest expectations, India will also be expected to join an
agreement and Europe should play the role of teacher. 

Here’s what the speakers expected from the US, China
and Europe:

United States
With Barack Obama and his administration clearly in
favour of cutting emissions and tackling climate change,
the world is looking to the US for decisive action and clear
leadership on the road to the “green new deal”. “Why
should the US come first?” asked Howard Learner,
explaining that “if the US comes in, China and India will
seriously consider moving in. But there is some opposition
in the US to going forward, unless there are clear
indications that China and India will step up strongly.” This
chicken-and-egg dilemma must be resolved. 

China 
As one of the fastest-developing countries in the world,
highly reliant on coal-fired energy generation, China has

to “come in”, delegates agreed. There are reasons to be
optimistic that this will happen. The country has set an
ambitious 20% renewable target by 2020 and dedicated a
large portion of its stimulus to clean energy and energy
efficiency. Delbeke optimistically noted that “China has put
some very interesting proposals on the table”, but again the
challenge will be mammoth for the simple reason that China
is an energy-intensive, fast-developing economy. Even the
up-beat Professor Cheng observed that “reducing energy
consumption is a very tough task there”. 

Europe
The European Union is certainly ahead of its counterparts
in climate change legislation. With the cap-and-trade
system up-and-running and clear, binding targets for
emissions reductions and renewable energy, Europe
serves as an example to the international players, often
bigger emitters than the EU countries combined. The EU
has already made assurances that it will increase its
emission reductions targets in the event of an
international agreement. Europe’s contribution is
therefore expected to be one of diplomatic assistance
and knowledge-sharing, rather than specific action on
targets and policy.

As Learner put it: “The fact that America is going second
does provide some advantages. We can draw on lessons
learned from the European experience.” Delbeke added:
“I would avoid giving lessons to anybody, but the EU would
certainly draw a major lesson from the past and that is to
go straight for cap-and-trade, and not to waste precious
time on debating the carbon tax option.”

In the global spotlight

and effective, two major players need to engage fully: China
and the US, which together account for some 40% of world
emissions.

Europe can share its experience but it will not make the
deal happen without leadership from the other side of the
Atlantic. However, the US is reluctant to move forward
without being sure of China’s commitment. This chicken-
and-egg situation, as Learner called it, can only be resolved
by mutual trust, according to Professor Cheng, who added
that “each mustn’t wait for the other to make the first
move”. 

Delbeke concluded that the international community indeed
needs declarations from both China and the US. “We need
a reduction figure from the US. I see the current
stabilisation objective only as an opening point for
negotiations in Copenhagen,” he said. China has already

set itself some quite stringent renewable energy and energy
intensity targets.

It is hardly surprising that the greatest expectations are
directed mainly towards the world’s two greatest emitters.
The new administration in the White House and a declared
20% renewable energy target by 2020 in China are fuelling
hope that the disappointing dress rehearsal in Poznan will
make for a good performance in Copenhagen. But whether
a fair, comprehensive and enforceable deal will be reached
remains to be seen. 

Perhaps the answer is to hope instead that a clear vision of
a low-carbon future will emerge from Copenhagen – the big
picture that will hopefully inspire and unite governments -
rather than to expect a detailed agreement to be reached,
with countries becoming embroiled in legal nuances and
endless bargaining.
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While the thought leaders focused on global action and
political jostling, the delegates used the working session
to determine which policy tools actually worked. 

Some delegates favoured a Darwinian approach: “Let the
losers lose, and the fittest survive.” Some had the US car
industry, recently on the receiving end of a multi-billion
dollar bail-out package, in mind. “Let weak industries die
a quick and ugly death,” they said.

Others called for climate change to be treated as a war.
Policy can only do so much, they argued; we need to

change public behaviour and unite through strong
leadership.

From almost twenty options, energy efficiency regulations
and automobile efficiency standard were considered the
most influential in shaping our low-carbon future. Feed-in
tariffs and cap-and-trade systems followed closely. To the
disappointment of many, however, those policy tools
directed to help the poorest countries were not regarded
as particularly influential. Microfinance funds were ranked
at the bottom of the list as the least effective policy tool
and multilateral green funds also fared badly.

Which policy tools will most effectively shift the world into a low-carbon future?

Energy efficiency regulations

Automobile efficiency standards

Carbon cap-and-trade

Feed-in tariffs

Renewable portfolio standards

Direct R&D sponsorship

Project-based mechanisms

R&D funds

Investment tax incentives

Production tax incentives

Carbon taxation

Green certificates

Technology transfer funds
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Ten Principles for Policy-Makers

1. Act fast. Worldwide over $150bn of stimulus money has
been earmarked for clean energy and energy efficiency.
The US government alone has committed $66bn; the
Chinese government has committed $59bn. This fresh
money must not be held up by administrative bottlenecks or
confusion over interpretation. Agencies must ensure that
the funds start to flow to project developers and technology
providers this year to safeguard companies and maximise
job creation.

2. Act at scale. Other than the US, South Korea and
China, G20 economies are lagging far behind the US in
their stimulus package commitments to clean energy. So
far, the “green stimuli” from most other countries have been
on a very small scale, and some have seen new money
lumped in with previously announced measures. While
Europe has had policies in place for years to create
incentives for clean energy, more can happen through
strong stimulus packages. We cannot move to a low-carbon
economy with an investment of one or two tenths of a
percent of GDP spent over three to five years.

3. Use all your powers. Governments currently have
extremely strong leverage over commercial banks as a
result of their bail-out packages. They should use it to
require that lending to renewable energy and carbon
reduction projects be increased by a meaningful amount
compared with 2008 levels, subject to appropriate credit
risk assessment, of course. The flow of finance to clean
energy projects can be spurred by loan guarantee schemes
and Green Bonds to encourage debt investment, and
capital gains or other tax waivers to encourage equity
investment. 

4. Hold your nerve. Stick to your published goals for
renewable energy and emissions targets. The current
financial crisis and recession will have only a small impact
on emissions in the long term; it will not significantly help to
reach reduction goals. Emphasise that short and medium
term targets (2010, 2012, 2020 etc) will be maintained
and treaty obligations met. Include all sectors in calculating
emissions, and bring in shipping, aviation, and forestry. Do
not allow the energy industry to entertain the hope that
renewable portfolio standards or renewable fuel standards
will be relaxed. The road to a low carbon economy is and
will be bumpy, but the fundamentals of clean energy are
strong if not stronger than before. 

5. Efficiency - Keep it simple. Energy efficiency can
provide many of the lowest-cost and highest impact
contributions to reducing emissions. Investment in energy
efficiency offers strong returns relative to available savings
rates. Simplify consumer decisions. Consumers and
businesses do not act today because of lack of information,
incentives and clarity over support mechanisms. Policy and
communications need to help make decisions easy. Grant
programmes must be de-mystified, and there need to be
fewer, larger and more coherent initiatives. Support service
models that take the problem away from the consumer and
simply guarantee a lower bill.

6. Strengthen the standards. Make maximum use of
energy efficiency regulations and automobile efficiency
standards. These were judged by Summit delegates as the
most effective domestic policy weapons of all for shifting
the world to a low-carbon future in the long term. Very
aggressive medium-term standards have repeatedly shown
that unexpected progress can be made at low cost.
Downturns can be a great time to introduce tougher

Keeping clean energy investment
on track: an open letter to
policy-makers and investors
Submitted ahead of the G20 meeting, London, 2 April 2009

To quote a thought leader at the Summit, “We’re now at the transition where climate
change is becoming so important and the flows of money are going to be so large
that if the private sector is going to be part of making the money flow, then…
the concern is that the investor voice is not being heard in the policy process”.
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standards – to catch the next wave of purchasing
decisions. 

7. Let losers lose. Let the market decide which
technologies will succeed or fail. Do not confuse the need
for long-term R&D funding for technologies far from
commercialisation with the need for temporary and
declining price support mechanisms for immature
technologies where costs will decline with economies of
scale and experience. Offer incentives for the latter only
until they can be expected to be competitive with fossil fuel
energy. And do not use stimulus funds to support sunset,
high-emissions sectors of industry which cannot survive in
a low-carbon future.

8. Balance the books with carbon. Signal a strong
intention to use carbon tax, auctioned cap-and-trade
allowances and other emission levies to help balance the
national accounts after the recession is over. This will level
the playing field, avoid undue inflationary pressure and
signal clearly to all economic players that the time for
investing in fossil fuel capacity is over, and the time to invest
in clean energy is now.

9. Focus Copenhagen on the G20. The success or
failure of any international deal on carbon will be decided by
its impact on G20 economies. Yet much of the complexity
comes from dealing with non-G20 countries and issues.
Brazil, China, India, Indonesia are essential for a successful
global effort to curb emissions, as are Europe, US, Canada,
Japan, Russia and Australia. Many smaller emerging
economies and island nations are not, yet they add lots of
complexity due to the very real risks that a changing climate
poses to their economies. Establish a separate track to deal
with adequately funding adaptation, which will impact these
smaller nations disproportionately. 

10. Retain project mechanisms. After a shaky start, the
CDM mechanism has funnelled significant investment to
the developing world to help it reduce emissions. In the
words of Jos Delbeke, deputy director general of DG
Environment at the European Commission, “let’s
concentrate a bit more on the cap and less on the
trade…Overall, the carbon market is working.” It should be
kept, improved, and increased substantially - not replaced.
Speed up the project approval procedures and tighten the
rules on environmental integrity. State clearly that CDM
credits will remain acceptable in the EU ETS and ensure
they are valid in other developed economy carbon markets.
Remove hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs) from the CDM
mechanism to draw a line under potential abuse. 

Respectfully submitted on behalf of the 
New Energy Finance Summit Advisory Board
London, 31 March 2009 

Chair of the New Energy Finance Summit

Michael Liebreich, 
Chairman and CEO, New Energy Finance

Chair of the New Energy Finance Summit Advisory Board

Brett Olsher, 
Co-Head, Global Mergers & Acquisitions, Deutsche Bank 

Members of the New Energy Finance Summit Advisory Board

Tom Delay, Chief Executive, Carbon Trust

Michael Eckhart, President, ACORE

Gil Forer, Global Head of Cleantech, 
IPO and Venture Capital Initiatives, Ernst & Young

Marcel Gerritsen, Managing Director, Global Head Renewable 
Energy & Infrastructure Finance, Rabobank International

Ilya Golubovich, Partner, I2BF Venture Capital

Anita Hoffmann, Partner, Heidrick & Struggles

Bruce Huber, Managing Director, Jefferies International

Shaun Kingsbury, Partner, Hudson Clean Energy Partners

Eric Usher, Manager, Seed Capital Assistance Facility, UNEP

Needed: $500bn-a-year in clean energy investment

• The world economic crisis has hit investment in clean
energy, particularly by stemming the flow of debt finance
from banks to renewable energy project developers.

• Total new investment in clean energy in 2008 was
$155bn according to New Energy Finance figures, only
$7bn higher than in 2007 – and there was a dramatic
slowdown in H2 2008. Investment in Q1 2009 has
been well below Q1 2008 levels.

• The Global Futures model developed by New Energy
Finance shows that investment in clean energy will have
to exceed $500bn-a-year by 2020 if CO2 emissions
are to peak before then. However it also shows that
current policy measures are likely to spur investment
only to $350bn-a-year by 2020.

• Only if an emissions peak is achieved before 2020
will there be a good chance of limiting the rise in global
temperatures to two degrees Centigrade (CO2
concentrations of 445 to 490ppm), the highest “safe”
level according to the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change’s most recent report.*

*Also see World Economic Forum Green Investing report, January 2009

Source: New Energy Finance “Global Futures 2009”
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Joined-up thinking: connecting
carbon, power and clean
energy 
The fifth and final panel session at the Summit focused on how carbon markets
and other climate regulation mechanisms are reshaping traditional energy
companies and the integrated energy market. Cap-and-trade schemes are fast
becoming the international overarching policy tool of choice for regulating
emissions, albeit backed up with other forms of support for individual
technologies. Tom Greenwood reports. 

New Energy Finance gathered thought leaders from some
of the biggest traditional energy players in the world – Rio
Tinto, Eon, BP and Anglo-American – moderated by New
Carbon Finance’s Guy Turner to discuss the future of
integrated energy markets in a changing climate. 

Turner got straight to the point by asking Michael Lewis,
managing director of Eon Climate and Renewables in
Europe, if, despite all the talk about urgency and climate
targets, anything was really changing at Eon.

Lewis responded: “The short answer to that is: yes,
absolutely. There has been a fundamental shift in the way
we look forward to the development of new projects. The
target of a 20% reduction in emissions by 2020 in the EU
represents a real, strong policy challenge for us,” adding
that, as part of its own emission reduction target, the group
intended to invest EUR 6bn in renewable energy projects by
2010.

Many are aware of Eon’s presence in developing renewable
power generation. But perhaps not so many are aware of
how a mining company like Rio Tinto, with a large energy
business, is adapting to the challenge of lowering
emissions.

Turner asked Preston Chiaro, chief executive of energy at
Rio Tinto, if the demands of climate legislation worried him.
Chiaro replied that far from being worried, he was excited.
He pointed out that clean energy is not new for Rio Tinto,
the world’s largest producer of uranium, which gives it a
natural hedge against its fossil fuel business.

He added: “We also promote low carbon coal; we were one
of the original participants in FutureGen in the US, although
that has now disbanded; and we are working on a CCS
project in Australia, backed by a voluntary carbon tax. Plus
of course we are part of Hydrogen Energy, a joint venture
with BP to develop CCS and hydrogen production plants.”

Turner pressed Chiaro on the issue of coal, a key part of Rio
Tinto’s energy business, asking where he saw coal in 20
years’ time. Chiaro replied: “We follow the IEA’s figures that
predict coal will be one of the fastest growing fuel sources
to 2020, and if you look at their predictions, almost half of
that is coming from China.”

Sir Mark Moody-Stuart, chairman of Anglo-American,
agreed with Chiaro that use of coal and, if unabated,

Panel: Guy Turner, Preston Chiaro, Michael Lewis, Philip New, Sir Mark
Moody-Stuart

“There has been a fundamental shift in
the way we look forward to the
development of new projects.”
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emissions from coal, were set to rise in the future. This he
said left no choice but to pursue ‘clean coal’ and carbon
capture and storage.

“Unfortunately,” he said, “Our coal gasification project in
Australia is having real difficulty progressing due to rising
project costs. Project costs have almost doubled. Financing
projects is extremely difficult at the moment especially when
there are potential delays. It will probably be a few years
before the froth comes off the project construction market.”

Turner pointed out that earlier in the Summit, delegates had
voted carbon capture and storage towards the bottom of
the list of developing technologies most ripe for investment.

Why then, he asked, were these big, traditional energy
players so interested in the largely unproven technology?

Moody-Stuart explained: “Oil and coal have an interest in
CCS because they have technology expertise and experience
in the field already. The money will not come from small start-
ups, it will come from existing players.” He added: “Oilfield
services companies like Schlumberger will have a role to
play [in CCS development] but they will not put up the
capital because they never do; they are too clever for that!”

Turner decided to move onto the transport fuels sector,
another major focus for traditional energy players and IOCs.
He asked Phil New, CEO of BP Biofuels whether the
inclusion of the transport sector in cap-and-trade legislation
would worry BP.

New replied: “I’m not sure inclusion of transportation in ETS
really works as well as mandate regulation like the
Renewable Energy Directive and Fuel Quality Directive
[which specify a proportion of transport fuels from biofuels],
because a carbon price of, say, EUR 20/te would have a
trivial impact on the price of fuel at the pump and therefore
would be unlikely to have any effect on consumption.”

New described BP’s approach to moving into the renewable
transport fuel market: “We always believed that cellulosic
technology would be the breakthrough step for biofuels, but

Philip New

Delegates were asked to choose three things they would
like to say to Gordon Brown, Hu Jintao, Angela Merkel,
Barack Obama or any other world leader they felt should
be taking the lead in supporting clean energy and spurring
a low-carbon future.

A topic which cropped up many times during the
discussion was the importance of global co-ordination and
enforcement of regulations. Many felt that enforcing
existing environmental regulations would be particularly
important in China. Delegates emphasised that when
energy efficiency standards are implemented in industries
susceptible to global competition, international co-
ordination is needed to maintain a level playing field and
avoid issues such as carbon leakage.

Another key message was that most people felt that
carbon emissions from all sectors should be tackled.
Shipping, aviation and particularly forestry were all named
as sectors which had thus far been neglected and
required stronger global policies.

Finally, and perhaps surprisingly from a congregation of
economists, financiers and (broadly speaking) advocates
of the free market, there was a general consensus that
with the limited amount of time available to make the
transition to a low-carbon economy and the scale of
investment required, market-based regulation would not
be enough. Government incentives above and beyond
cap-and-trade will be necessary to stimulate investment,
people said. 

On a more light-hearted note some quotes that emerged
from the session to challenge world leaders in lifts were:

“Gordon – it’s time for a general election!”

“Make a decision about the number of “G”s – G7, G8, G8
+ 5, G20…”

And last but not least: “Take the stairs! That way you can
reduce your personal energy consumption and get fit at
the same time.”

Stuck in a lift, but not stuck for words?
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given the lack of clarity around market evolution our plan
was to be a follower - to wait and see how technology
developed. The 2007 Energy Bill, and Renewable Fuel
Standard 2, changed our minds,” he said. “We determined
that because legislation had created the market for
cellulosics, we needed to be leaders.”

Turner raised the issues of public perception versus
profitability, and finding the balance between evolving a
large public company to meet the challenge of climate
change while convincing your shareholders that the
company’s fundamental business model still works.

Chiaro seemed confident that his company could adapt
without changing its fundamentals. “What Rio Tinto is trying
to do at Hydrogen Energy is to produce hydrogen and sell
it to utilities - a business model which is not that different
from what we do in our traditional energy business,” he said.

However, the situation is not as clear-cut as some would
have us believe. Just as we are seeing convergence
between conventional generators and renewable providers,
so the boundaries between clean and fossil energy are
becoming blurred, leaving a whole spectrum of possibilities
for energy producers. Moody-Stuart said: “People have
come to me and said ‘It is a black and white issue; you
either do coal with CCS or you don’t do coal at all’. But to
me it is not a binary choice at all - coal will continue with or
without CCS.” 

Moody-Stuart added that investors are becoming
increasingly aware of the environmental credentials of the
companies they hold in their portfolios. “If we lose that
battle [of public perception] then the coal industry could end
up like the tobacco industry; in a totally separate investment
category of its own,” he said.

“To stabilise carbon dioxide levels in the atmosphere at
550ppm or even 450ppm with the degree of coal and CCS
talked about by the IEA you need create something the
scale of the global natural gas industry or the global oil
industry. It’s not the technology that is the problem with
CCS, it’s the scale,” he concluded.

Finally Turner returned to his first point about how effective
carbon markets, as they stand today, are at guiding energy
producers’ investment decisions. He asked Lewis for absolute
clarity: “Can you go on the record and say that Eon is actively
changing its investment decisions due to carbon prices?”

Lewis responded unequivocally: “Since carbon is now a
commodity with a price, it is a part of the long-term running

costs for many of our projects. It also influences electricity
prices. So I can definitely say yes, we do look at the carbon
price when making an investment decision.”

The thought leaders finished the session with suggestions for
which of the world’s political leaders should take the lead on
climate change and what they should do. China and the US
were the focus of attention and there was consensus on the
need for urgency, firm regulation and consistency in policy. 

Moody-Stuart summed up the sentiments of many investors
in the sector by asking for clarity but also freedom in
meeting the world’s climate objectives: “Set the target but
please don’t tell us how to get there, let the market decide,
otherwise it takes all the fun out of it!”

Carbon capture and storage: tackling coal head on

The CCS breakfast briefing on Day Three was timely as
the Summit’s closing panel session saw heavyweights
from the traditional energy sector placing emphasis on
the technology as a key carbon abatement option. 

Hanspeter Rohner, vice president of carbon services at
Schlumberger, opened the breakfast briefing by
describing how oilfield services companies can use their
years of experience in upstream oil and gas to help
move this potential game changer forward. 

Next, New Energy Finance’s lead CCS analyst Mark
Taylor presented his latest findings; CCS is still in its
infancy in terms of scale-up and roll-out but is
nonetheless growing, faster than some might realise.

According to Taylor, the amount of CO2 being injected
underground each year globally is set to increase by
over 600% between now and 2020, and the number of
operating R&D, pilot, demonstration and commercial
scale projects is set to increase by nearly 300% over
the same timeframe. Most of these projects will capture
emissions from coal combustion, but natural gas
combustion will account for a significant minority.

Investment levels are still low but the latest analysis
indicates they will likely top $53bn by 2020. In the
shorter term, most projects are likely to be focused
around enhanced oil recovery due to the inherent
economic benefits, although this will not be a suitable
solution for financing CCS in the long term.

New Energy Finance will be launching its carbon
capture and storage specialist service in the coming
months, stepping up its coverage of this growing sector.



John Kilani has a hard-to-equal vantage point on the
negotiations leading up to the Copenhagen climate change
conference in December, and a CV as internationally varied
as anyone who attended the Summit – born in Nigeria,
educated in South Africa and the UK, with senior level
experience in the mining, oil and gas industries, in Kenya
and most recently in Qatar. 

His current role as director of Sustainable Development
Mechanisms at the United Nations Framework Convention
on Climate Change, based in Bonn, made him one of the
most eagerly awaited speakers in London in March. The
message that struck Summit delegates was his optimism
about the chances of a deal at Copenhagen.

Kilani said: “There is no doubt that the world is in the grip
of an economic crisis. That poses challenges for
Copenhagen. We believe these must be turned into
opportunities. Linking economic recovery to ambitious
climate change policies is the way to seize these
opportunities.”

The negotiation process is fraught with complexity, but
Kilani believes that the world community is ready to act.
“The whole UN system is committed to achieving an
ambitious agreed outcome in Copenhagen that will be

ratifiable,” he said. The UNFCCC official added that the
new US administration had not only said it is ready to
engage in emission negotiations but “the President has said
there are areas where the US will take the lead, and areas
where it will listen. At Kyoto, the US was ready to lead, but
not ready to listen.”

One of the biggest challenges for the next few months is
how to integrate large developing countries such as India
and China into the emission reduction process. Kilani said
that “national mitigation registries” could provide
accountability on the clean energy actions being taken by
those countries.

Half of the $22 trillion investment in energy needed by
2030 must flow to developing countries. But Kilani added:
“Developing countries are disillusioned with the current
financial architecture [for delivering international support].
The new governance structure must respect developing
countries. Existing institutions must be strengthened, and
proposals for new institutions have been received by the
UNFCCC.

“Developing countries want a framework giving them space
to play a meaningful role in the administration of available
funds.” 

Crisis creates opportunity 
for Copenhagen
John Kilani, sustainable development mechanism director for the UNFCCC,
admitted that some developing countries were disillusioned with the international
framework for cutting emissions, but remained optimistic about the prospects of
striking a deal at Copenhagen.
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NEF Awards 2008

The New Energy Finance Awards 2008 

The New Energy Finance Awards 2008 took place on Thursday 5 March 2009 on board the Silver Sturgeon. The gala
reception started on a historic pier on the South Bank, followed by dinner on the 21st century yacht as it cruised up the
Thames.

This is the fourth consecutive year that New Energy Finance has released its League Tables Report. The event is an
increasingly important industry benchmark highlighting the most active and innovative investors, banks, carbon off-takers and
law firms.

2008 was a challenging year: even though total new investment reached a new record of $155bn, 5% higher than in 2007,
investment volumes declined sharply in the second half of the year. 

The League Tables effectively split the $155bn invested in 2008 into its asset class components:

The full report can be found by visiting the Summit website at www.newenergyfinancesummit.com

Venture Capital     • Public Markets     • Mergers & Acquisitions     • Project Finance     • Carbon Markets
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Venture Capital & Private Equity

VC&PE – All investors by number of disclosed investments

Rank

1

2

3

Company

Good Energies

Draper Fisher Jurvetson

Kleiner Perkins Caulfield & Byers

Good Energies once again claimed the top spot with 21 deals completed. In second place, Draper Fisher Jurvetson made
20 investments, focusing on early-stage companies in energy efficiency and power storage.

Chrysalix Venture Capital Partners deserves a special mention: had we included deals by SET Venture Partners, a close
affiliate, it would have finished in the top three (instead of ranking seventh).

No. of deals

21

20

16

Indicative amount invested ($m)

65.3

102.9

187.2

VC&PE – All investors by indicative $ amount invested

Rank

1

2

3

Company

Magnum Capital

Doughty Hanson & Co

First Reserve Corp

2008 saw many new entrants making large asset/capacity and buy-out investments, evidence of the sector’s increasing
maturity. Magnum Capital stole the show with the biggest private equity buy-out of the year, investing 65% of the total
$1.4bn paid for Enersis II SGPS, Babcock & Brown’s Portuguese wind portfolio.

The race for subsequent rankings was very close; “indicative” means that credit is split pro-rata if more than one investor
is involved and only the total amount invested is disclosed. Doughty Hanson finished second, largely thanks to its buy-
out of Svendborg Brakes; and First Reserve was in third place from its buy-out of Gamesa Solar and its asset/capacity
investment in Osage Bioenergy.

No. of deals

1

2

2

Indicative amount invested ($m)

901.0

735.8

707.0

Left-hand photo: Andrew Lee of Good Energies (left), Michael Liebreich and Lucy Alexander
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Left hand photo: Michael Liebreich (left), Robert Mansley of Credit Suisse and Lucy Alexander

Public Markets – Lead managers

Rank

1

2

3

Company

Credit Suisse

UBS

Lehman Brothers*

Credit Suisse consolidated its position at the top of the public markets league table, lead-managing 15 clean energy
equity offerings, two more than last year when it also led the lead managers table. However, in a sign of the times, it
presided over $1bn less issuance than in 2008.

UBS jumped from fourth to second place, largely thanks to its participation as lead manager in the largest IPO of the
year, from EDP. Lehman Brothers came third on the strength of deals completed up to July 2008, before it was hit by
the financial crisis. * all deals completed before September 2008

No. of deals

15

7

4

Total value ($m)

1,637.3

1,292.1

799.0

Public Markets – Legal advisers to issuer

Rank

1

1

1

2

3

Law firm

Cleary Gottlieb Steen & Hamilton

SJ Berwin

Morais Leitão, Galvão Teles, Soares da 
Silva & Associados, RL (MLGTS)

Simpson Thacher & Bartlett LLP

Hengeler Mueller

Three law firms finished in pole position on the strength of having advised EDP Renovaveis on its IPO, the largest clean
energy public market deal of the year.

No. of deals

1

1

1

1

1

Total value ($m)

812.3

812.3

812.3

575.0

563.9
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Mergers & Acquisitions

M&A – Financial advisor to target

Rank

1

2

3

Company

Morgan Stanley

Credit Suisse

Lazard Group

Morgan Stanley just beat Credit Suisse to the top spot, mainly by advising ErSol on its $1.8bn acquisition by Bosch –
compared to its third place position last year. Credit Suisse finished a close second by advising Airtricity on its acquisition
by Scottish and Southern Energy for $2.1bn, the largest M&A transaction of the year. Lazard finished third by value, but
advised the highest number of acquisition targets, two of them wind portfolio deals.

No. of deals

3

2

4

Total value ($m)

2,381.0

2,284.0

944.3

M&A – Financial advisor to acquirer

Rank

1

2

3

Company

Deutsche Bank

Grupo Santander

Morgan Stanley

Deutsche Bank led the acquirer advisor league table by being on the other side of the table from Morgan Stanley on
Bosch’s $1.8bn acquisition of ErSol. Grupo Santander, which didn’t feature in the top 10 of either advisory league table
last year, finished second, drawing on its Spanish pedigree to advise on five Spanish acquisitions.

No. of deals

1

5

2

Total value ($m)

1,788.0

1,599.0

947.0

M&A – Legal advisor to a target

Skadden claimed the top spot on the strength of advising both Airtricity on its $2.1bn acquisition by Scottish and Southern
Energy, and Verasun on its merger with US BioEnergy Corp. Clifford Chance came a close second, followed by Linklaters.

M&A – Legal advisor to an acquirer

Hengeler Mueller, a new entrant, topped the league table for legal advisor to acquirer, advising Bosch. Norton Rose
finished second with four deals, while A&L Goodbody and Shearman & Sterling share third place for their advice to
Scottish and Southern Energy on the acquisition of Airtricity.

Left-hand photo: Michael Liebreich (left), Kai Tschöke of Morgan Stanley, Brett Olsher of Deutsche Bank and Lucy Alexander
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Project Finance

Project Finance – Lead arrangers

Rank

1

2

3

Company

Brazilian National Bank of Economic & 
Social Development (BNDES)

UniCredit SpA

Royal Bank of Scotland

BNDES claimed the top spot by arranging a large number of biofuel and small hydro project financings in Brazil.
UniCredit, whose reorganisation in 2007 seems to have been a success, climbed from sixth place last year to second in
2008, more than doubling the number of deals it financed.

Royal Bank of Scotland was close behind in third place, arranging fewer, though much larger, deals, including the
refinancing of International Power’s 635MW Maestrale Wind Portfolio for nearly $2bn. RBS’s average deal size was more
than twice as large as that of the top two banks. Combined, the top three accounted for just under half the total financing
arranged by the top 10 banks.

No. of deals

47

26

10

Total value ($m)

5,674.9

3,104.5

2,945.2

Project Finance – Legal advisor to arranger

Rank

1

2

3

Law firm

Milbank Tweed Hadley & McCloy

Linklaters

Garrigues

The top three legal advisors have not changed since 2007, although Linklaters and Garrigues have swapped places.
These three dominate US and European financings. Milbank once again claimed the top spot by advising on nearly all
the US-based financings. Linklaters finished second, advising on many of the European deals, followed by Garrigues,
which is prominent in the Iberian market.

No. of deals

20

9

21

Total value ($m)

4,906.8

4,444.2

4,076.3

Left-hand photo: Michael Liebreich (left), Suhrud Mehta of Milbank, Jaime Gornsztein of BNDES and Lucy Alexander
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Carbon Finance

Carbon Markets – Carbon off-taker by number of deals

Rank

1

2

3

Off-taker

EcoSecurities

Vitol

Carbon Asset Management

This league table only takes into account projects that have entered the pipeline. It recognises the contribution of private
intermediary firms in primary CDM or JI, by assessing the total number of deals in which they have acted as principal or
agent, regardless of deal size. EcoSecurities, the UK-listed carbon project developer, is the clear market leader with 67
deals contracted in 2008.

Number of CDM/JI contracts signed to December 2008

67

48

31

Left-hand photo: Guy Turner, Adrian Fernando of Ecosecurities, Malin Nordgren of Ikea Greentech on behalf of CAM, Graham Stuart of Baker McKenzie

Carbon Markets – Carbon off-taker by number of contracted credits (non-risk-adjusted)

Rank

1

2

3

Off-Taker

Carbon Asset Management

Camco

EcoSecurities

Unlike the previous one, this league table takes account of project size and the relative risk exposure of the portfolio.
CAM is the market leader, on both a non-risk-adjusted and a risk adjusted basis, thanks to the large scale and high
generation capacity of each individual initiative and the dominance in its portfolio of Chinese hydro projects.

Contracted CDM/JI credits in ktCO2e (expected issued CERS to 2012, 

from contracts signed in 2008)

22,318

21,863

21,222

Carbon Markets – Legal adviser to CDM/JI projects by number of deals

Rank

1

2

3

Off-Taker

Baker & McKenzie

Allen & Overy

DLA Piper

Baker & McKenzie stands out as the market leader. Established in 1997, its global climate change practice, with over 60
dedicated lawyers, completed a reported 117 deals in 2008. Allen & Overy, with over 25 specialist staff working on
climate change issues, came second, while Norton Rose, with a dedicated team of 12, ranked third.

Carbon Markets – Legal adviser to CDM/JI projects by number of deals

117

46

26
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The world economic crisis has hit investment in clean energy and means its growth is
no longer on track for the world to avert the worst impact of climate change,
according to leading clean energy and carbon market analysis company New Energy
Finance.

Presenting its Global Futures 2009 insights to the second New Energy Finance
Summit on 4 March, New Energy Finance analysts said that although lower economic
activity due to the financial crisis will reduce CO2 emissions, in the longer term the
drying up of funding for lower-carbon energy solutions is likely to have far greater
adverse impact on emissions.

Investment in clean energy – renewables, energy efficiency and carbon capture and
storage – increased from $34bn in 2004 to around $150bn in each of 2007 and
2008. New Energy Finance’s latest Global Futures report demonstrates that
investment needs to reach $500bn per annum by 2020 if CO2 emissions from the
world’s energy system are to peak before 2020.

Insight Services: Global Futures RESEARCH NOTE

GLOBAL FUTURES 2009: 

Clean energy investment not on

track to prevent climate change
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Research Note: Global Futures

Scientific experts fear that continued growth of emissions
beyond 2015, or 2020 at the latest, would create the
strongest risks of severe and irreversible climate change.
New Energy Finance analysis shows that a peak much
before 2020 currently looks highly unlikely.

New Energy Finance expects investment in clean energy to
hold steady at around $150bn per annum through the
economic downturn and resume growth thereafter. In the
Global Futures 2009 Base Scenario, investment is
insufficient to drive down CO2 emissions from the energy
system this side of 2030. Total investment is set to reach
$270bn by 2015 and $350bn by 2020. However,
emissions from fuel combustion will continue to rise from
28 Gtonnes of CO2 today to nearly 36 Gtonnes of CO2 by
2030 (see figure 1).

Global Futures 2009 also looks at a 2020 Peak scenario,
in which emissions peak before 2020. This shows that in
order to achieve peak CO2 emissions this side of 2020,
investment has to reach $370bn by 2015, and $500bn by
2020 (44% higher than in the Base Scenario. In this case,
emissions from fossil fuels peak at 30.8 Gtonnes in 2019,
and reduce to 29.1 Gtonnes by 2030.

Global Futures 2009 estimates that the recession’s direct
impact on CO2 emissions is likely to be moderate, reducing
the total by around 1 Gtonne per year (3%), and certainly
not enough to avert a continued upward trend.

Substantial increase in clean energy expected in all
scenarios
Global Futures 2009 predicts very substantial growth in

clean energy over the coming decades in all scenarios. The
Base Scenario shows investment growing to $348bn by
2020 and $461bn in 2030. Renewable energy will provide
26% of all electricity by 2030, equivalent to over
8,000TWh. This compares with 23% for 2030 in the
International Energy Agency’s World Energy Outlook 2008
Reference Scenario (which was revised upwards from an
earlier exercise).

The expected growth in renewables is driven particularly by
onshore wind, solar, biomass and smaller hydro projects.
Emerging sectors, including offshore wind, geothermal and
waste-to-energy are also expected to play a key role. In
addition, low-carbon energy generation is underpinned by a
strong base of large hydro projects, which are expected to
grow more modestly in percentage terms over the same
period.

In the Global Futures 2009 Base Scenario, CO2 emissions
in 2030 from the world’s energy system will be some
11.5% below the Reference Scenario of the International
Energy Agency’s 2008 World Energy Outlook, as a result
of faster growth in renewable energy, lower energy intensity
per unit of GDP and faster build-out of carbon capture and
sequestration. However, they will be up over 25% on
current emissions, at 35.8 Gtonnes per year, and still
climbing by 2030.

The largest sectors for investment are solar PV and
onshore wind. In the Base Scenario, these account for an
average annual investment of $141bn and $74bn
respectively over the period 2009-30, or 64% of the total.
The corresponding figures for 2020 as the mid-point year

Figure 2: Total renewable energy capacity (GW) and renewable
electricity share (%) in Base Scenario

Source: New Energy Finance Global Futures 2009, IEA
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Figure 1: CO2 emissions from fuel combustion (Gtonnes CO2)
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are $146bn and $56bn respectively, or 58% of the total.
Other, mainly established technologies include small hydro,
first-generation biofuels and biomass. Most of the
remainder are emerging technologies, which have the
potential to scale, including next-generation biofuels,
geothermal, waste-to-energy, carbon capture and storage
(CCS) and marine.

The Base Scenario assumes that policy support for many of
these technologies is maintained until they are able to scale
towards levels at which grid parity is in sight. It also
assumes that specific mandated targets for biofuels are
maintained in Europe and the US. Growth in a number of
technologies, such as biomass, small hydro and geothermal
comes mainly from non-OECD markets. Finally, the Base
Scenario assumes that cap and trade regimes for carbon
are maintained, so that the costs of carbon continue to be
reflected in decisions on how energy is used.

More rapid transition to clean energy is needed for
CO2 to peak by 2020
Global Futures 2009 shows that achieving peak CO2
emissions by 2020 is possible, but an accelerated pace of
investment is needed. In the Global Futures 2020 Peak
scenario, CO2 emissions from the world’s energy
infrastructure peak at 30.8 Gtonnes in 2019. In order to
achieve this, annual investments in renewable energy,
energy efficiency and carbon capture need to reach
$500bn by 2020, rising to over $600bn by 2030,
compared to $350bn by 2020 and $461bn 2030 in the
Base Scenario.

According to the International Panel on Climate Change’s
fourth Assessment Report in 2007, limiting likely average

global temperature to 2.0 to 2.4°C – thought to be the
highest “safe” level – means stabilising CO2 equivalent
concentrations at 445 to 490 parts per million, which in turn
requires reaching peak CO2 emissions by 2015. Reaching
peak CO2 by 2020, followed by a cut in emissions of 50%
by 2050, should limit global average temperature increase
to 2.4 to 2.8°C. In 2007 at its Heiligendamm Summit, the
G8 acknowledged the need for CO2 emissions “to peak
within 10 to 15 years”, or between 2017 and 2022.

How to reach Peak CO2 by 2020 – key elements
In January, New Energy Finance published a major report
with the World Economic Forum entitled Green Investing:
Towards a Low-Carbon Energy Infrastructure. In it, the
analysts outlined the emerging elements of a low-carbon
energy system, which will include a significant proportion of
renewable energy, supported by four enablers: energy
efficiency, carbon capture and storage, a smart grid and
power storage. Global Futures 2009 builds on that work to
look at contributions to emissions reductions from each
form of energy, and the related costs.

The key drivers of changes to emissions from the energy
infrastructures modelled in Global Futures 2009 include the
following:

• Energy efficiency
Over the past decade, the energy required to produce 
each unit of global GDP has declined by a total of 7.9%.

This arises from a combination of two effects: reducing
energy intensity due to a shift from heavy industry to lighter
industry and services; and improving energy efficiency. At
any time there are many opportunities to improve energy
efficiency at no economic cost. Other energy savings are

Figure 3: Clean energy capital requirement ($bn) 
Global Futures 2009 Base Scenario and 2020 Peak Scenario

Source: New Energy Finance Global Futures 2009

2005   2006   2007   2008   2010   2015   2020   2025   2030 

2020 Peak Scenario additional investment
Global Futures Base scenario investment per annum

$59bn
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$548bn

$590bn

Source: New Energy Finance Global Futures 2009, IEA
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Figure 4: Impact of energy efficiency on primary energy demand (Mtoe)
Global Futures 2009 Base Scenario and 2020 Peak Scenario
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achieved due to tightening regulations, such as building
codes or gas mileage standards. Both require the
investment of capital.

Curbing energy demand is essential for the containment of
CO2 emissions. However, transactional, agency and
behavioural barriers constrain energy efficiency’s potential
in practice. 

In order to reach the CO2 peak by 2020, additional annual
investments in energy efficiency beyond the Base Scenario
are needed of $22bn in 2020 and $68bn by 2030. In the
Global Futures 2020 Peak scenario, the world is, on
average, 0.8% per annum more energy-efficient than in the
Base Case scenario.

• Wind Power
Although the pace of growth in wind installations may
moderate somewhat during the recession, longer term the
volume of energy produced is expected to reach new highs,
with both a major expansion of onshore and the emergence
of offshore as a new industry. The most prominent markets
will be Europe, thanks to wind sites’ proximity to
consumers’ markets and supportive policies, as well as in
the US and China.

The 2020 Peak Scenario envisages onshore penetration
higher by 1-3%. Growth in installations is particularly rapid
outside established markets, like Europe and the US, in
countries such as China and India. Another difference from
the Base Scenario is the faster adoption of offshore wind.
Four deep offshore technologies have been assessed in
terms of their potential to be developed in the time frame

under consideration and their inclusion has lead to higher
projections of cumulative installed capacity.

In the Base Scenario, wind sees annual investment growing
from $93bn currently to $101bn in 2015, $79bn in 2020
and $87bn in 2030. However, to achieve peak CO2 by
2020, this needs to increase to $110bn by 2020 and
$121bn by 2030.

• Solar photovoltaics
Steady progress in reducing costs is expected to trigger a
wave of expansion over the next two decades, similar to the
history of other high tech manufacturing industries.
Continued public support to the industry in the period is also
assumed as an essential element of policy until the industry
reaches full cost competitiveness. 

New Energy Finance anticipates that the costs of
photovoltaic technologies may fall by a factor of four or
more between now and 2030, to levels that are highly
competitive with alternative forms of generation. This will
lead to rapid growth of installations in both developed and
developing countries.

In the Base Scenario, cumulative installations reach
590GW by 2030, equivalent to more than 8% of total
global electricity generating capacity. Investment grows to
$146bn by 2020 from $40bn currently. In the 2020 Peak
Scenario, annual investment in solar photovoltaics grows to
$228bn by 2020, stabilising at $200bn by 2030.

• Coal-to-gas switching
An essential driver of future reductions in CO2 emissions
will be the switch from coal-fired to gas-fired power
stations. 

Figure 5: Wind power cumulative installed capacity (GW)
Global Futures 2009 Scenario and 2020 Peak Scenario

Source: New Energy Finance Global Futures 2009
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Although the recession has caused a substantial drop in the
price of Phase II credits in the European Emissions Trading
Scheme (from a peak of EUR 29.33/t on 1 July 2008 to EUR
8.06/t on 12 February 2009), the long-term trend in carbon
prices is nevertheless expected to be upwards (see figure 6). 

The 2020 Peak Scenario assumes a much broader
adoption of cap-and-trade systems worldwide. As a result,
coal experiences a moderate increase until the early 2010s
and then stabilises its installed capacity. On the other hand,
natural gas takes over the biggest share of the additional
fossil fuel capacity. This fundamental shift allows for a
further reduction in CO2 emissions, beyond the Base
Scenario, of 1.2 Gtonnes in 2020 and of 2.3 Gtonnes in
2030. This represents a total reduction of more than 3
Gtonnes of CO2 in 2020 and 4.7 Gtonnes of CO2 in 2030,
complementing clean energy and helping to bring forward
the peak in emissions needed to avoid the dangers of
climate change.

• Carbon capture and storage
With many major CO2-emitting countries so dependent on
coal, and the coal industry being such a significant provider
of jobs in those countries (China, the US and Poland
among others), it will be extremely hard to achieve peak
CO2 without large-scale deployment of CCS. 

In a recent study, New Energy Finance identified 184 active
pilot projects, being developed by 153 consortia involving
over 900 participating organisations in 28 countries. Many
uncertainties remain about the ultimate technology choice
for carbon capture (pre-combustion versus oxy-
combustion), but New Energy Finance believes that with
long-term carbon prices set to rise (see Figure 6),
investment in carbon capture and storage is on track to
reach $5.1bn by 2020. 

In the 2020 Peak Scenario, there is not much difference
before 2020, as the technology goes through its pilot
phase. However, in the period to 2030, investment in
carbon capture and storage reaches $23.3bn, and as much
as 0.78 Gtonnes of carbon are captured and stored
annually.

• Other
Global Futures 2009 also looked at the impact on
emissions of the following sectors: nuclear power,
geothermal, biomass and biofuels, marine power (wave and
tide) and hydro. Analysis of the impact of each in the Base
Scenario and 2020 Peak Scenario is contained in the full
report.

New Energy Finance estimates the investment needed to
halt the rise in CO2 emissions by 2020 is roughly 0.44% of
global GDP. Failure to address climate change, on the other
hand, would, according to estimates in the Stern Review and
elsewhere, cost the world at least 5% of global GDP.

Michael Wilshire, Head of Analysis
michael.wilshire@newenergyfinance.com
+44 20 7092 8824

Giorgio Ballardin, Associate, Energy Economics 
giorgio.ballardin@newenergyfinance.com
+44 20 7092 8808

Figure 8: Current CCS projects worldwide by status

Source: New Energy Finance 
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Institutional investors are poised to increase significantly their involvement in clean
energy in the next three years according to new research by New Energy Finance and
DB Climate Change Advisors, Deutsche Bank’s climate change investment business.
Seventy-five percent of institutional investors surveyed expect to be investing more
capital in the sector by 2012. 

Renewable energy projects, publicly quoted clean energy companies, carbon-related
assets and late-stage private companies are set to experience the greatest increase
in allocations. As an investment theme, renewable energy is the most favoured with
some interesting differences between the interest of asset owners such as pension
funds and those of the wider institutional investor community.

RESEARCH NOTE Insight Services: All

FUNDS AND ASSET OWNERS:

Institutional investors warm to clean

energy despite turmoil
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New Energy Finance and DB Climate Change Advisors
have conducted a structured survey of institutional investor
appetite for investment in clean energy and the carbon
markets. This report presents the results of that research.

Key findings of the survey

• Investment in renewable energy projects such as wind
farms and solar parks is set to increase in the years to 2012
with 57% of respondents expecting to increase their
allocations in this area, the highest result for any asset class
(see Figure 1).

• Public equity is set to pick itself up following its recent fall
with 54% of participants expecting to increase allocations
in the next three years.

• Carbon-related assets such as EUAs and CDM projects
are set to increase for 50% of respondents.

• Private equity investments such as late-stage injections
of growth capital are expected by 48% of institutional
investors.

• Renewable energy is by far the most popular investment
theme with both institutional investors in general and asset
owners such as pension funds in particular (see Figure 2).

• Asset owners were more interested in water and waste
as investment themes rather than energy efficiency,
suggesting that they have a broader environmental focus
rather than being focused principally on climate change.

• Timber and forestry is finding favour, particularly with
asset owners, and this theme seems set for increased
growth in the US as it is the cheapest form of domestic
offsetting.

• There has been a clear increase in momentum towards
clean energy investing compared to 12 months ago, with
49% of respondents stating that they are now much more
likely (24%) or more likely (25%) to invest in the sector.

• The recent turmoil in financial markets seems to have
had limited impact on appetite for the sector; as many
respondents are now ‘more likely’ (20%) or ‘much more
likely’ (3%) to invest in low carbon-related opportunities as
are ‘less likely’ (20%) or ‘much less likely’ (3%) as a result
of the market falls, with the remainder stating that it makes
no difference.

• Some 75% of all respondents – and 67% of asset
owners – expect to have increased their involvement in clean
energy and other low carbon-related investments by 2012.

• Only 3% of respondents expect to have no clean energy
investments at all by 2012.

Participants

106 institutions participated in the survey
One hundred and six institutions participated in the
inaugural New Energy Finance survey of institutional
investors. The participants covered most of the investing

Figure 1: Expected allocations in 2012

Source: New Energy Finance
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spectrum including public and private pension funds,
sovereign wealth funds, insurance companies, endowments
and family offices as well as the asset managers and
advisory groups that provide services for these investors
(see Figure 3).

Some of the world’s largest pension funds are already
active investors in clean energy. The two large Californian
public pension funds entered the sector after State
Treasurer Phil Angelides launched the “Green Wave”
initiative in early 2004. The California Public Employees
Retirement System (CalPERS) has the largest involvement
with approximately $1bn of capital committed to the sector
both directly into funds such as Khosla Ventures and
through the PCG Clean Energy and Technology fund-of-
funds. The California State Teachers’ Retirement System
(CalSTRS) has also committed significant funds, if not at
the same level as CalPERS. In Europe the giant Dutch
pension fund ABP, together with compatriot fund PFZW,
has backed the Ampere Equity Fund.

Participants manage well over $1 trillion in assets
The aggregate assets under management of survey
participants totalled more than $1 trillion. Thirteen percent of
respondents were very large institutions with more than
$50bn under management while a further 22% managed
more than $10bn (see Figure 4). To put this into perspective,
the world’s 300 largest pension funds had aggregate assets
under management of $11.9 trillion at the end of 2007 and
to get onto this list a fund needed just under $10bn in
assets (source: Pensions & Investments / Watson Wyatt).
Although participation in the survey was anonymous, New
Energy Finance can confirm the participation of four of the
seven largest pension funds in the world. 

Many smaller pension funds are also active clean energy
investors. For example, VicSuper is a relatively small fund in

a global sense – it manages around $3.9bn (AUD 5.7bn) in
assets – but has shown leadership on the issue of climate
change through investments in Generation Investment
Management’s Climate Solutions Fund and Cleantech
Ventures’ Cleantech Australia Fund. Fifteen percent of
participants in the survey manage between $1bn and $10bn.

Asset manager respondents cover large range of
asset classes
The majority of the 50% of respondents managing less
than $1bn in assets were asset managers rather than
pension funds or other asset owners. In total, 47% of
participants were asset managers. These ranged from very
large institutions operating across all asset classes and
sectors to relatively small dedicated clean energy investors.
In terms of the types of funds being managed, 27% of
them were investing in public equity and a further 24% in
private equity (see Figure 5).

Listed clean energy companies were particularly badly hit in
2008 with the NEX index of global clean energy companies
falling by 60.9%, albeit following several years of strong

Figure 3: Participants by organisation type

Source: New Energy Finance
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gains including 57.9% in 2007. Many leveraged investors
– such as hedge funds – were caught in a downward spiral
as declining asset prices led to margin calls and further
weight on already depressed prices. Hedge funds were the
third most highly represented asset class in the survey with
12%, ranking alongside venture capital funds.

Rounding out the list were fixed income (9%), carbon (6%,
including both emission credits and credit-producing
projects), funds-of-funds (4%), infrastructure (2%) and real
estate (2%).

Asset classes expecting strongest growth to 2012

Good times for private equity investors through to
2012
Private equity investors in clean energy seem set for a busy
few years according to the survey responses: investments
in projects – including both those that yield CDM credits
and those that do not – and in private companies are set to
increase strongly. Despite, or possibly because of, their
poor returns in 2008, publicly quoted clean energy
companies are also set for significantly increased
allocations (see Figure 6).

Participants were asked to specify whether they expected
to have allocated more or less capital to a selection of asset

classes in three years time. These included standard
categories such as public and private equity and venture
capital, but also categories more specific to the transition to
a lower carbon economy such as ‘carbon’, ‘timber and
forestry’ and ‘agricultural commodities’. Investment options
specific to asset owners were also included such as
‘institutional pooled funds’ and ‘segregated mandates’.

Public equity also expected to regain some of its
sheen
Public equity was the second most popular asset class with
survey participants: 54% of respondents expect to increase
their allocations in the next three years. This is no doubt
welcome news for managers of public equity funds who
have been through the wringer in recent times.

Quoted clean energy companies saw extraordinary share
price increases from the start of 2003 to the end of 2007,
with the NEX index of global clean energy stocks growing
at a compound rate of 35% for five years. This was a boom
time for managers of funds investing in clean energy stocks
as they benefited from both increasing asset prices and the
increased marketability this brought. During 2007, the
number of new public equity funds with at least a 25%
exposure to clean energy increased by almost one per
week. This was an extraordinary rate of growth given that
more funds were created in that one year than in all previous
years combined. The rate at which new funds were created
dropped dramatically in 2008 but the absolute number (12)
was still higher than the number created in 2006 (10).

Asset managers that stand to benefit from this increase in
allocation include very large players such as DWS
Investments (the mutual fund arm of Deutsche Asset
Management and, in aggregate, the largest manager of
quoted clean energy and climate change funds), BlackRock
(manager of the largest single fund), Generation Investment
Management and RCM (manager of the Allianz RCM Global
EcoTrends range of funds).

RE projects, carbon and growth capital expected to
attract significantly more funding
Most new funds over the past 12 months or so have been
raised by private equity managers and the next few years
seem set for further growth. ‘Projects’ was the most
popular asset class among respondents with 57%
expecting to increase allocations by 2012. Funds focused
on projects could prove a crucial source of capital over the
coming years to take the place of previous sponsors such
as tax equity investors and at a cheaper cost of capital than
is offered by banks seeking to rebuild their balance sheets.
The DIF Renewable Energy Fund, which had its final close

Figure 6: Expected allocations in 2012

Source: New Energy Finance
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in September 2008 with EUR 134m ($198m) and was well
supported by Dutch pension funds, is an example of the
type of fund that could benefit from this increase in
allocations.

‘Carbon’ as an asset class is expected to see increased
institutional activity, both through funds focused on
emission credits and those focused on projects that
generate credits, with 50% of survey participants expecting
to increase allocations to 2012. US adoption of cap-and-
trade leading up to or during this year’s UN Climate Change
Conference in Copenhagen would obviously lead to an
extremely large increase in the amount of traded
instruments in the coming years. The second largest
disclosed fund raised in 2008 was the $525m Och-Ziff
Blue Source Carbon Infrastructure Fund – this could be
dwarfed in the coming years. 

Many clean energy companies will require significant amounts
of growth capital over the next few years and with the public
markets almost completely shut and debt prices beyond
reach, private equity investors look set to fill the breach.
Forty-eight percent of respondents expect to increase their
allocations in this area over the coming three years. Some
of the largest funds raised in 2008 – both disclosed and
undisclosed – were targeting this area, including the KPCB
Green Growth Fund and Hudson Clean Energy Partners.
Generation’s Climate Solutions Fund will also be active as it
is targeting a mix of public and private equity. 

Investment themes

Renewables still hot, but increased interest in water
and waste
Renewable energy was by far the most popular investment
theme for respondents with 97% expressing an interest in
it (see Figure 7). However, it needs to be noted that this
response was from a subset of respondents that are
actively looking for clean energy related investments.

Given this, it was also unsurprising to find that energy
efficiency was the next most popular theme with 64%.
Energy efficiency is destined to play a key role in reducing
greenhouse gas emissions over the coming decades due to
its position far to the left of the abatement cost curve.

Water and waste were next most popular with 49% and
43% respectively, possibly capturing a more general
environmental theme, although water is an important area
for climate change adaptation opportunities and waste-to-
energy has been a long-term focus for the sector.

The increased attention on carbon noted above with regard
to 2012 allocations is further reflected here with 28% of
respondents expressing an interest in this theme. The
related themes of ‘all energy-related commodities’ (22%)
and ‘timber and forestry’ (20%) also proved popular.
Agricultural commodities as a general asset class were a
little further back at 14%, probably reflecting the recent fall
from favour of most biofuels.

Asset owners interested in broad environmental
themes
A look at the broader group of survey participants – not just
those actively seeking to make investments in clean energy
– reveals broadly similar results, but with some notable
differences.

Asset owners are also most interested in renewable energy
(36%) but energy efficiency as an investment theme ranks
fourth compared to second for survey participants generally.
The two themes that rank higher for asset owners are the
ones that complete the triumvirate of cleantech – water and
waste.

Almost one-in-three (30%) of asset owners are interested
in ‘water’ as an investment theme. However, the survey did
not ask respondents to elaborate on the specifics of their
interest in water, which has a large variety of investment
options. This includes some related directly to climate
change, such as adaptation strategies to increases and
decreases in water availability, but also to water
management more generally. Among a wide variety of
options this could form part of a socially responsible theme,
for example water infrastructure projects in developing
countries, or a strategy based on water rights or other
instruments in developed economies such as the US or
Australia.

Figure 7: Themes of interest to investors focused on clean energy or low
carbon

Source: New Energy Finance
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Waste also scored relatively highly with 24% of asset owner
participants indicating that it was an area of interest to
them. Once again, this is not necessarily an investment
strategy related to climate change as it could include waste-
to-energy, such as incineration or landfill gas, but also
waste minimisation and recycling.

The high levels of interest in the three main cleantech
sectors suggests that asset owners in particular are broadly
focused on environmental strategies rather than having a
sole focus on renewable energy, although this is certainly
the highest rated of the three.

Timber and forestry finding favour with asset owners
Timber and forestry was an area of interest for 18% of
asset owners compared to 13% of participants generally.
This theme is similar to water and waste in that it is not
necessarily related to climate change, although the link in
this case is quite strong. Deforestation is a key driver for
increased greenhouse gas levels, and its reduction along
with reforestation and afforestation programmes will play a
key role in mitigating climate change and also in adaptation.

Northern European asset owners were particularly
interested in timber and forestry as in investment theme,
probably reflecting the importance of the industry in that
area. This bodes well for the theme in the US as most
domestic offsets are expected to come from forestry, which
is much cheaper than those from power and industry.

Institutional investor sentiment 

Increasing momentum to clean energy compared to
last year
The survey revealed strong momentum towards clean
energy investments, particularly among asset owners such
as pension funds. Fifty-seven percent of asset owners who

participated said they were much more likely (17%) or more
likely (42%) to invest in clean energy than they were 12
months ago. This is an even higher proportion than the
49% of all respondents – that is, including asset managers
and others – who are more likely (25%) or much more likely
(24%) to invest now.

Not a single asset owner participating in the survey said that
they were less likely to invest in clean energy now than they
were 12 months ago, and only a very small proportion (5%)
of all respondents. 

Two of the key drivers for this increase in momentum are
undoubtedly the increase in political will to address climate
change – particularly in the US – and the dramatic fall in
valuations. The passing of the American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act, signed by President Barack Obama in
February, sent a clear message that renewable energy
stands to benefit mightily from the new US commitment to
the sector. And many investors put off by the previously
stratospheric multiples attached to clean energy stocks are
now clearly taking a more active interest across the asset
classes that make up the sector.

Current market turmoil expected to have limited
impact
Asset owners were a little more circumspect about the
impact of the market volatility. Twenty-five percent stated
that they were less likely to invest in clean energy although,
interestingly, none stated that they were much less likely to.
On the other hand, 17% stated that in fact the turmoil
made them more likely to invest.

Of perhaps most relevance – and only time will tell if this
bears out – was the fact that 58% of asset owners expect
the turmoil to have no impact at all on the likelihood of them
investing in clean energy. This level of steadfastness
exceeded that displayed by survey participants in general,
which is no doubt good news for the asset managers
servicing the sector.
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Figure 9: Likelihood to invest compared to 2008

Source: New Energy Finance
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Figure 8: Investment themes of interest

Source: New Energy Finance
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Just over half (53%) of all respondents believe that the
recent turmoil on world financial markets will make no
difference to their clean energy investment plans.
Interestingly, the distribution of responses was almost
symmetrical, with the same proportion of respondents
saying that they were ‘more likely’ (20%) as said they were
‘less likely’ (20%) to invest; and the same number said they
were ‘much more likely’ (3%) as ‘much less likely’ (3%).

Prospects for the next three years look bright
Three quarters (75%) of all survey participants – and 67%
of asset owners – said that they expected to have invested
more in clean energy by 2012 than they currently have
invested. This was an extraordinarily positive result for the
sector and demonstrates a broadly held view about its
growth prospects in the coming years.

New Energy Finance has argued that the medium- and
long-term fundamentals for growth in clean energy remain
as strong as ever, and most institutional investors active in
the area seem to regard the sector as one of great promise
for the economic recovery period expected in the next few
years.

On a more sobering note, 8% of asset owners that
participated expect to have less invested in clean energy in
2012 than they do currently, demonstrating that
enthusiasm for the sector – although very broad – is by no
means universal. Of course, this still leaves 92% of asset
owners remaining positive or at least neutral about the
sector and 97% of survey participants generally.

Size of assets deployed in the sector

Low carbon assets under management set to rise
There was almost universal agreement from respondents
on at least one issue: they expect the absolute size of their
clean energy assets under management to increase
between now and 2012.

There were two particular trends that caught our eye.
Firstly, 61% of respondents currently have less than
$100m deployed in low carbon assets but in 2012 this
proportion is expected to fall to 28%. And secondly, the
proportion of respondents with more than $500m deployed
is set to increase from 9% to 29%.

Nine percent of respondents conceded that the amount
they will have deployed three years from now was ‘too
difficult to predict’. However, more than half of these
respondents were already managing more than $100m in
2009 so it is possible that the proportion expecting to be
managing more than $500m is somewhat higher – that is,
if the uncertainty is related to which of the higher bands
they will fit into rather than an expectation that the amount
being managed will decline.

Finally, the proportion of respondents expecting to have no
funds deployed in clean energy is expected to fall from
13% to only 3%.

Justin Winter, Manager of Institutional Investor Insight
justin.winter@newenergyfinance.com
+44 20 7092 8844

Angus McCrone, Chief Editor
angus.mccrone@newenergyfinance.com
+44 20 7092 8834

Figure 10: Impact of current turmoil on likelihood to invest

Source: New Energy Finance
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Figure 11: Likelihood to invest by 2012

Source: New Energy Finance
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Although the details have yet to be ironed out, it looks increasingly likely
that post 2012 forestry will participate more fully in the global carbon
market. In this Research Note, we examine the impact of forestry activities
that could be eligible to produce CERs on the international carbon price
using our newly developed forestry abatement model.1

Allowing full use of forestry credits within the CDM post 2012 could
reduce CER prices by some 40% by 2020. This is because there is
significant potential for low-cost carbon abatement in afforestation and
avoided deforestation activities relative to expected demand for emission
reductions.

These risks can, however be managed with appropriate policies to
constrain the volume of forestry that can be used for compliance. This
could create an optimal outcome that uses private sector finance to help
secure the future of the world’s forests and to help achieve emission
reduction targets in developed countries. With some policies in place, the
impacts on price are also less pronounced, with 2020 prices down 25%
instead of 40%. 

RESEARCH NOTE Insight Services: Forestry

GLOBAL KYOTO: 

The impact of forestry on the global

carbon market

1. We assume that issues of permanence are addressed in project design, for example via a risk buffer or insurance mechanism or losses fall under national liability
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Allowing unlimited access to forestry credits keeps CER
prices low throughout the second commitment period, as
shown in Figure 1. However, even with lenient constraints
on the use of forestry, CER prices show some recovery by
2020 as US demand ramps up. With growing concerns of
high compliance costs at a time of economic strain, the
prospect of a cheaper compliance option that carries
numerous environmental and social co-benefits could be
politically attractive. 

Introduction
To date, forestry has hardly featured in carbon markets.
Although the processes of planting new trees on degraded
or converted forest land, afforestation and reforestation
(A/R), are currently eligible in the CDM,2 very few projects
have been undertaken for four main reasons:

1. Technical and methodological difficulties. Forestry
projects are generally more complex than those in
renewable energy or energy efficiency because of concerns
about permanence and carbon leakage. Permanence is an
issue because carbon stored in forests has the potential to
be released with the onset of fires, pest attacks, or illegal
logging. This has required the use of other mechanisms,
such as insurance to guarantee project integrity. Forestry
projects are also exposed to leakage as the deforestation
activity may simply be shifted to another location. This has
required the use of national baselines which have been
difficult to agree on, often with limited data availability.

2. Fears that forestry will detract from efforts in the energy
sector in developed and developing countries: As forestry
activities are considered to be a low-cost abatement option,
there are concerns that developed countries will avoid
reducing emissions domestically or not invest in projects
that will help restructure the energy sector in developing
countries by offsetting carbon emissions through forestry
initiatives. 

3. No consensus on the best approach: Parties have been
strongly divided on the mechanism through which emissions
from forestry should be included in an international
agreement post-2012. Brazil and the EU prefer a fund-
based approach whereby governments in developing
countries are compensated for any reduction in
deforestation rates relative to BAU. Most other developing
countries favour a market-based approach.

4. Absence of strong demand signals. Forestry credits are
not allowed in the EU ETS up to 2020 and due to
accounting complexities governments have been hesitant to
engage the market. 

Despite a slow start however, there is growing recognition
that emissions from forestry need to be addressed. From a
climate change mitigation perspective, emissions from the
sector make up some 20% of global GHG emissions.
Acknowledgement of some of the other ecosystem services
that forests provide such as protection of biodiversity and
watersheds, as well as prevention of floods and soil erosion,
in addition to advances in valuation techniques have also
placed increased importance on forest retention. 

Developing countries are now putting increasing pressure
on developed nations at climate change negotiations for
wider inclusion of forestry, led by the Coalition for Rainforest
Nations and Brazil and Indonesia, the nations with the
highest deforestation rates. Parties have made some
headway in the UN-process, with some agreement on
methodology and rights of indigenous people at COP14 in
Poznan, Poland in December 2008.

Against this background this Research Note answers two
main questions:

• How many forestry credits can be generated in the world
and at what cost?

• How would this affect the global carbon price?

Methodology 
The following section details our methodology for building a
global supply curve for forestry. For each of the forestry
activities considered, A/R and REDD, we have developed a
methodology to determine the physical and technical
potential for GHG abatement in the sector, and a
methodology to determine costs to implementing projects
and bringing credits to market. 

Volume
The potential for REDD credits is calculated through a

2. Preventing primary forest from being felled, known as reducing emissions from deforestation and degradation (REDD) is currently not permitted to generate carbon credits in compliance markets.
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‘baseline-and-credit’ approach, where historical
deforestation rates are used to set a future baseline of
anticipated deforestation rates under a BAU scenario.
Carbon credits are then awarded for any deviation from the
BAU trajectory, as represented by the shaded are in Figure
2. This approach means that only those nations found to be
experiencing net losses in forest cover are eligible for
credits. 

Analysis of historical data indicates that deforestation rates
follow a steady long-term trajectory over time. The
complexity of deforestation drivers results in high annual
variability that is cyclical, as shown in the case for Brazil in
Figure 3, where the line of best fit indicates that the net
forest loss over the past 13 years has, on average,
remained fairly constant. 

Projections are also limited by poor data availability, and for
some countries such as Indonesia, only average
deforestation rates over time periods are available, as
shown by the light blue line in Figure 10. In this case, the
nature of data available means that averages are best
represented by a flat line projected forward. For historical
data, we use the 2005 the UN Food and Agriculture
Organisation’s (FAO) Global Forest Assessment. As
forested land is likely to come under considerable pressure
from other land uses as these countries develop, we deduct
land area that may be prone to agricultural expansion from
and account for implementation time-lags and build-rates. 

Finally, potential for REDD in hectares is converted to
potential for carbon credits through multiplication of country-
specific carbon densities for above-ground biomass taken
from the IPCC Good Practice Guidance for forestry.

Figure 2: Stylised baseline-and-credit approach: REDD

Source: New Carbon Finance

Figure 3: Historical deforestation rates, actual and average

Source: FAO, New Carbon Finance

Table 1: Opportunity cost of land by region (2006 €/ha)

Note** Based on historical commodity analysis    Source: IIED, Bloomberg, New Carbon Finance, various
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On the other hand, the approach for calculating the potential
for A/R projects is very different. We identify land that is not;
already forested, more than 3,500m above sea level, an
urban area, a water body, tundra or under intensive
agricultural production, and filter out land area that may face
pressure for other land uses. Finally the generation of A/R
credits is phased in to account for build rates for project
implementation, knowledge transfer and biological factors
affecting the rate of carbon sequestration as trees mature.

Cost
The second component required for constructing the
forestry supply curve is the cost per tonne of carbon abated
in a forestry project. All cost information presented is in
2006 Euros.

The methodology for calculating project costs for REDD is
based on an opportunity cost model. The income from other
land uses (such as oil palm or soy) represents the minimum
income that land owners in developing countries may be
willing to accept to retain their forest land.

For each region, the top three commodities putting
pressure on land are identified with associated forgone
agricultural revenue for each.

The forest area at threat of being deforested in each year
is then divided into three tranches, and the land area in
each tranche is based on historical conversion of forest to
that particular land use. Fundamental cost assumptions are
detailed in Table 1, and percentages indicate the size of that
particular tranche. NPVs are calculated over a 30-year
period applying a 10% discount rate.

In order to cost future REDD project trends historical
commodity prices over the past two decades are examined

to guide projections. As shown in Figure 4 for commodities
in SE Asia and Figure 5 for sub-Saharan African crops,
there is an underlying trend for all major agricultural products
considered, which is then used to grow (or shrink) the 2006
cost data to 2020. Trend lines are based on data to 2007
only, so as not to bias the results by the high prices seen in
the bull market of mid-2008 and subsequent downturn with
the intensification of the financial crisis. In the majority of
cases, nominal commodity prices have diminished over time,
no doubt driven by advancements in farming methods and
technology and agricultural intensification.

Opportunity costs are inflated by 5% to capture an incentive
payment for land owners who very often have to change
their livelihoods in order to participate in a scheme, and a
further €16/ha is added to account for satellite imaging and
forest stewardship for monitoring, and transaction and
administrative costs of €3-13/ha depending on the region. 

The cost profile of an A/R project looks very different:
There are additional costs to consider because a physical
project needs to be constructed, instead of just incentivising
a behavioural change as in REDD. Developers need to
invest in the preparation of degraded land prior to planting,
as well as cover the cost of seeds, water, labour, and
fertilizer. These costs range from €40-95/ha/yr, depending
on the region and quality of soil. Once again, cost per ha
per year is given over a 30-year project period with a
discount rate of 10%.3

Finally, costs per hectare are divided through by potential in
tonnes of CO2 per hectare as calculated above to give a
cost per tonne of CO2.

Supply curve
Aggregated volumes of CO2 and cost of production as

3. Fertilizer use varies widely according to region: African farmers use very little, some 10-20kg/ha, but in China 200kg/ha is used. As these projects are generally implemented by international firms, 
we use a global average of 91kg/ha

Figure 5: Historical maize and cocoa prices (daily)

Source: Bloomberg

Figure 4: Historical rubber and palm oil prices (daily)

Source: Bloomberg
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calculated above can be aggregated to produce a supply
curve for REDD and A/R. This MAC curve represents how
much abatement can be done in the forestry sector at what
cost. 

Results
Over an 11-year period, the forestry sector has the
potential to deliver some 9 billion tonnes of emission
reductions up to 2020. Figure 6 shows how this breaks
down by year and project type. Sizable volumes start
coming to market post-2012, and 57% of the potential to
2020 comes from REDD projects, despite a later market
entry. Even though REDD projects are only rewarded
credits for each hectare of forest that is retained, in most
cases the carbon density of primary forest per hectare is
higher than an A/R project can sequester in a 10-year
period. To put these volumes in perspective, demand for
international credits from all major developing countries has
also been superimposed on the Figure. We consider
demand under Kyoto as potential demand generated with

our base case 2020 targets for the EU, US, Australia,
Japan and Canada with supplementarity limits applied for
demand for international credits (as a subset of total
demand for abatement). The forestry sector has the
potential to more than satisfy all demand for international
credits.

In terms of regional trends, Brazil and Indonesia have the
highest potential for REDD projects. Deforestation rates in
these countries are very high and forests have high carbon
densities – this is an important point as Sudan for example
has the third highest deforestation rate but is ranked 31st
in terms of potential due to a carbon density one twentieth
that of Brazil. For A/R, Brazil once again has the highest
potential following decades of deforestation. Prospects for
India and China are also good, and both countries are
currently at a stage of net forest gain due to government
initiatives. These domestic programmes will no doubt
provide support of local expertise and a conducive policy
environment, but developers do need to be aware on
additionality grounds. 

Figure 6: Potential forestry supply and demand for credits

Source: New Carbon Finance

Figure 7: Potential for REDD and A/R in 2020 by country

Source: New Carbon Finance

7 .Fertilizer use varies widely according to region: African farmers use very little, some 10-20kg/ha, but in China 200kg/ha is used. As these projects are generally implemented by international firms, 
we use a global average of 91kg/ha

Figure 8: Forestry supply curve, 2020 (MtCO2e/yr)

Source: New Carbon Finance

Figure 9: Forestry supply by project type, 2020 (MtCO2e/yr)

Source: New Carbon Finance
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Pairing this volume data with the cost information gives
supply curves for forestry in each year. The supply curve in
2020 is shown in Figure 8, revealing that there is immense
potential for low cost credits: some 1.4 billion tonnes in
2020 can be achieved for €10/tCO2 or less (all prices
nominal). 

When the supply curve is cut by project type, as shown in
Figure 9 we can see that costs are generally higher for A/R
projects as implementation requirements are more
demanding. In addition to land and labour costs, fertilizer,
seeds and land preparation costs make up some 25% of
cost. Water costs can also be quite high in more arid
regions. 

Regional variability
Project potential and cost is also highly regionally
dependent due to differences in local ecological and
economic factors. This is shown in Figure 10, where
forestry supply curves are presented for Africa, Asia and the
Americas. Countries with significant potential have been
flagged, and the commodity in brackets indicates the
forgone land use that that particular volume and cost
corresponds to. The section of the supply curve with
development opportunities costing less than €12/tCO2 has
also been magnified.

South and Central America has the largest potential by
volume, largely due to material potential for both REDD and
A/R in Brazil. Pressure for fertile land comes mostly from
cattle farming as a major exporter of beef. Asia has the
second highest potential, with opportunities for REDD
mostly in Indonesia. Forest conversion for growing palm oil
is a major driver for deforestation8, and project costs are
generally higher in SE Asia over South America as the
commodity fetches high prices in international markets.

Some A/R costs are very high in Asia, mostly in arid regions
where sequestration rates are lower and water costs are
high. Finally, Africa has the lowest technical potential for
forestry; pressure on land largely comes from subsistence
farmers and shifting cultivation, and as a result
deforestation rates are comparatively low. Much of the land
in Africa is also too arid to be suitable for A/R. 

Impact of forestry on the carbon market
Given the prevailing restrictions on the use of forestry
credits to comply with GHG mitigation targets in regulated
markets, our current analysis of the global CER market
includes few credits from the sector. From technologies
already eligible for CDM such as industrial gas, renewable
energy and energy efficiency projects, we see a steady
increase in supply of carbon credits, from 258Mt/yr in
2009 to 554Mt/yr in 2020, giving a projected price of
€ 20/tCO2 in 2020.

Allowing all forestry credits that can practically be generated
up to 2020 into the existing CDM supply curve, assuming
full tradability of forestry credits, there would be significant
implications for price. Given the large volume of low cost
abatement opportunities in the forestry sector, we would
see depressed CER prices post-2012. Figure 11 and
Figure 12 show the impact that forestry credits have on our
base case CER price projections in 2015 and 2020
respectively. 

The CER price projection under our base case is €12.7 in
2015, which drops 38% to €7.9 with the addition of
forestry, and in 2020 the price drops 40% from €20.2 to
€12.1. The percentage drop in 2020 is similar to that in
2015 because the impact of increased supply from forestry
is offset by a ramp up in demand from the US. Note that
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Figure 10: Supply curve by region (2020) and magnification of low cost opportunities

Source: New Carbon Finance
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detailed analysis on our base case supply / demand
balances and CER price projections are discussed in NCF’s
monthly Deep Dive publication.

If forestry credits are fully fungible CERs post-2012 there
is little doubt that there will be eligibility constraints in place
in order to put controls on the volume of credits to come to
market to avoid such a price collapse. Policy-makers are
keen not to detract from domestic green investment and
abatement, and historically A/R has had controls in place
such that governments can only use these credits to help
meet emissions targets of up to 1% of base year
emissions. Flooding need not be a concern as rules can be
put in place dictating exactly how much volume comes to
market. 

What constraints might be used to limit forestry credit
supply?
With the exception of the EU, no other Annex I buyer has
explicitly stated treatment of forestry credits post-2012, so
we rely on interpretation of political statements. The
European Commission has always been very conservative
on the use of forestry credits. Pre-2012, their use was
banned altogether in the EU ETS in the Linking Directive,
and this restriction is expected to remain up to 2020 as
stated in the Climate and Energy Package. The general
consensus in the EU is that a portion of auctioning
revenues from the EU ETS should be used to finance a
forestry fund that rewards developing countries for reducing
deforestation rates. 

Japan on the other hand is likely to be indifferent towards
the use of forestry credits for compliance. Given that the
Japanese shortfall is the largest amongst all deficit
countries and the Japanese governments has continuously
voiced concerns over the immense cost of compliance, they

are expected to support any viable low-cost abatement
measures. Japan’s willingness to purchase AAUs is also
indicative of a non-discriminatory credit purchasing policy. 

Draft legislation and other signals from Australia and the US
indicate these emerging carbon markets will be quite pro-
forestry when schemes come online in 2010 and 2013
respectively. In the US, the Waxman-Markey draft
legislation released 31 March 2009 permits international
REDD offsets. Both Australia and the US have also
developed regional partnerships with countries with high
deforestation rates: Australia has pledged A$10m towards
protecting the Indonesian rainforest under the Australian
government’s Global Initiative of Forests and Climate, and
the US signed an agreement with Brazilian and Indonesian
governors late last year. 
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Figure 11: 2015 CER price; with and without forestry

Source: New Carbon Finance

Figure 12: 2020 CER price; with and without forestry

Source: New Carbon Finance
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